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FOREWORD

"For I am a man ~ender authority,
having soldiers under me: and I
say to this man, Co, and he goe.h;
to another, Come, and he cometh;
and to my servant, Do this, and
he doeth it."

Matthew 8:9

Delegation of authority was first conceived when tribal

leaders, dating back at least to Biblical time, eased their

functional and administrative tasks by assigning some duties

to subordinates with commensurate authority to fulfill them.

This segment details the options and implications that allow

-contemporary organizations to delegate authority as needs

demand. If some distinctions seem too theoretically subtle,

their actual impact on practical organizational operations

is significant.



INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY PART SIX
AND LEADERSHIP SEGMENT III

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY/LINE-STAFF RELATIONSHIP

Summary 1

The Concept of Delegation

The phrase delegation of authority has more than one

definition.

Two of these are:

1) To invest someone with formal authority to
act for another

2) To confer authority from one executive to
another to accomplish particular a.,sign-
ments 4

Concept of !)elevation

Delegation is a process. It involves the assignment of

tasks, the granting of authority to accomplish these tasks,

and the exactioa of responsibility for their accomplishment.

Delegation enables a junior officer to do two things which

are inherent in any managerial position.

They are:

1) To plan the unit's activities

2) To direct the work of subordinate personnel
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ThOugh the subordinate receives authority from his

superior, the superior retains all of his original author'ity

(and his responsibility), and can always reclaim delegated

authority, in case he has to set straight any activities which

have gone astray.

Importance of Delegation

Delegation of authority is important l'or several reasons.

1) It relieves the leader of routine, tirie-consuming
work.

2) It develcns a sense of responsibility among
subordinates.

3) It irovides organization depth, when required.

A corollary benefit of delegation of authority is that it

improves morale by enhancing the role of the subordinate.

The Chain of Command

Keep in mind that, theoretically, all authority in the

military establishment resides in the Commander in Chief. When

he delegates some of his authority to his subordinates, and they

successively delegate it to lower echelon subordinates, we say-

that the chain of command has been established. The chain

of command typifies the scalar principle, in that there is an

uninterrupted delegation of authority through successive

echelons, from the highest to the lowest.

-2-
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flie (Alain of command should he clearly understood and

closely adhered to by every subordinate, Otherwise, there is

a risk of untlyrmining authority.

Deviation from the Chain of Command

The follohing extract from U. 5. Navy Regulations 1320.2

deals with delation from She chain of command.

Ii an officer receives an order which annuls,
suspends or modifies one received from another
superior or one contrary to instructions or
orders from the Secretary of the Navy, he shall
exhibit his first orders, unless he has been
instructed not to do so, and represent the facts

in writing to the superior Iron whom the last
order has received. If, after such representation,
the latter shall insist upon the execution of

his order, it shall ht obeyed, and the officer
receiving and executing it shall report the circum-

stances to the superior from whom he received the
original order.

Should it he necessary to deviate from the chain of comr.and, as

often happens in case of emergency, the Navy regulation quoted

above offers I useful_ guide-;

This is the end of Summary 1. Now, go to the next mace and

take the Qui:.

3-
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Summary Pre-Qui: 1

The Concept of Delegation

Answer the following questiops as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which stat:ment correctly relates delegation and

the.chain of ,:ommand?

a. The concept of delegation also
includes the concept of the
chain4of command.

b. Authority and responsibility reside
in'the Commander in Chief who delegates
his responsibility and thereby establishes
the chain of command.

c. The chain of command involves
delegation of all of a senior's
authority to his subordinates in
successive 1.,wer echelons.

d. The chain of command establishes
uninterrupted delegation of some
authotity from highest to lowest
echelon in successive steps.

-4-
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2. Which of the following correctly states a reason why

delegation'is important to subordinates?

a. Delegation improves the discipline of
subordinates.

b. Delcgation improves the morale of
subordinates.

c. Delegation provides unit cohesiveness,
giving subordiffites a greater sense of
secur

d. All of the above

3'. Which correctly states an appropriate action of a

subordinate when faced with orders from a non-chain of

command senior?

a. Inform the non-chain of command senior
of his previous orders, but execute the
new order if the senior persists.

b. Notify his normal chain of command
senior about the circumstances as
soon as possible.

c. Both.of tt.c above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on the next page.
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DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY/LINE-STAFF RELATIONSHIP Six/III/ST/SV

Programed Sequence

The Concept of Deleggion

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence you will learnt the

definition of delegation, the importance of

the chain of command and the scalar principle,

and the procedure td follow when ccnfronted

with deviation from the chain of command.

One definition of delegation (of authority) is stated as

confeiring authority from-the executive to another to

accomplish particular assignments.

Which of the following statements is a similar definition

of delegation?

a. The granting to someone, the formal authority
to act for another.

b. The acceptance of a superior's authority
by subordinates to legally dir,:ct their
activities concerning partieJlar operations

c. Both of the above

d. 'None of the above

0

-7-
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a Read the following statements of delegation of authority.

1) Delegation of authority is the investing of
a subordinate with formal authority to act
for a senior.

s 2) Delegation of authority is the conferring of
authority from one executive to another to
accomplish particular assignments.

How are the above statements of,delegation of authority
1

--- ,,
similar?

-- a. They show how authority is transferred from
one individual to another and hoW it is
measured. -,

b. They show that authority may be transferred
from one individual to another and the reason
why.

c. Both of the above

d. Norte of the above

-8-
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The entire process of delegation.involves the assign-

ment of tasks, the giving of authority for accomplishing

these tasks, and the exaction of responsibility for their

*accomplishment.

Which illustrates this concept for delegation?

a. "Coxswain, make the officer's landing,
wait for the doctor, and return to the
ship. Shove off!"

b. 'Coxswain, take your orders from the
boat officer. Shove off."

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

rnWhich of the following explains delegaron of authority?

a. Delegation of authority is the investing
of a subordinate with formal authority
to act fsar a senior.

b. Delegation of authority is the granting
oe authority from one executive to
another to accomplish specific
assignments.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-9-
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in Through delegation, a junior office: is given tne right

to plan the activities of his unit and to direct the work of

subordinate personnel.

,A mic-hipman division officer prepares a schedule (17

"turn to" activities 'or the morning and training assign-

ments for the afternoon.

This is an example of

a. ?lanning activities

b. Directing subordinates

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

N
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If v junior officer is given the right to plbn the

activities of his unit and to direct the work of subordinate

personnel, then it follows that delegation of authority has

taken place. 0

In which example has true delegation of authority taken

place?

a. A junior offficer has been given the job
of organizing a work party to obtain commissary
stores from a provisions ship (AF) at anchor
in the harbor. He goes to the XO and says,
"Sir, I'll need In men for'the working party."
The XO says, "Very well."

b. A junior officer )as been given the job of
organizing a working party to obtain commis-
sary stores from a provisions ship (AF) at
anchor it, the harbor. He goes to the XO and
says, "Request permission to have a meeting of
the department heads so you can direct them to
give me the necessary men to make up the working
party."'

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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a A junior officer says to one of the division petty

officers, "Farris, figure out how much paint you need to

finish painting those forward compartments, come back to

me with the requisition and I'll sign, it, then draw the paint

and get the job done."
,:.

Farris says; "Aye, aye, sir," and leaves.

TWo days., later Farris hasn't completed the job. The

officer verbally reprimands him,, relieves him of his duty,

and assigns another petty officer to the task.

Which correctly states the important concept of

delegation illustrated above?

a. The subordinate receives authority ,from
his senior, and the senior can punish the
subordinate if the authority is not
carried out well.

b. The subordinate receives authority from
his senior, but the senior retains all
of his original authority and can
reclaim delegated authority.

c.,

c. Both of the above

".4,
d None of above

P

t,

r

, .4

-12-
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Which statement correctly uses the following terms:

tasks, authority, responsibility, delegate, assign, and

exact?

9

a. Tasks are assigned, and then delegation of
authority and responsibility to exact tbeir
accomplishment follows.

b. Responsibility for exacting accomplishment
of tasks is, assigned, and then delegatioh
of authority follows.

c. The process of delegation involves the
assignment of tasks, the giving of authority
for accomplishment, and the exaction of
responsibility for accomplishment.

d. The process of delegation of authority
involves the assignment of tasks, but
not necessarily the exaction ofresponsi-
bility; this rests with the,delegator.

Which of tire following is correct?,

a. Authority is-delegated by transferring to
another individual tbe responsibility to
get a job done, and Alen taking it back
if he shows signs of weakness.

b. Even after authority is delegated, the
senior retains all of his original
authority and can reclaim it.

c. Once authority has been conferred from
senior.to subordinate, only the subordi-
nate is respontible for the accomplish-
ment of the t..sk at hand.

d. Authority has been truly lelegated when
the senior assigns the trig and then
foIlows up by directing the subordinates:
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Ultimate authority in the military rests with the

Commander in Chief (the President). The delegation of

authority from the President down to the operating levels
4

in the military was visibly demonstrated over national 4

television-during the recovery of Apollo 11. President Nixon

was aboard the recovery ship U.S.S. Hornet. The Commanding

Officer of the U.S.S. Hornet had been delegated authority

from his superiors to position his ship to facilitate the

recovery. Obviously, the Commanding Officer of the U.S.S.

Hornet does not-report directly to President Nixon, but

there must exist'a chain of command from the President down

through the various echelon's_ to the Commanding Officer of

the U.S.S. Hornet. Authority from the President is delegated

downward through these echelons (to accomplish particular

assignments), thus_conforming to the chain of command.

Which statement,correctly describes the relationship

between delegation and the chain of command?

a. Delegation of authority is possible only
after the chain of command is established.

b. Without delegation of authority, there is
no need for the chain of command.

c. The chain of command is characterized
through the process of delegation.

,d. Delegation of authority and the chain of
command are really one and the same
concept.

-14-
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There are many reasons why delegation of authority is

important. In the previous example, delegation of authority

was important because it relieved the leader (Commander in

Chief) of routine, time - consuming work he could not attend
A

to personally. Delegation of authority can also provide

organization depth, when required.

The authority of the Command Duty Officer lies between

that of.the Commanding Officer and 'the Officer-Of-The-Deck.

The officers who assume duties as Command Duty Officers arc

relatively senior. The Command Duty Officer obtains exper-

ience in exercising command functions, and this helps to

train him for becoming an Executive Officer.

Whfch correctly states a reason why delegation is

important in the example above?

a. Provides organization depth

b. Relieves the Commanding Officer
of routine, time-consuming work

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

I

4

-1S-
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a

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP

Which of thefollowing statements is a definition of

delegation?

a. Delegation is the process of following %

a chain of command:

b. Delegation is the process of investing
formal authority to act in another,
individual.

c. Delegation is an automatic transfer of
authority from one level to a lower
level.

d. Delegation is a formal expression for
getting someone else to do your job.

Delegation of autholity'is also important to suboT-
:

dinates.

SN Webster was designated as a leading seama and placed

in charge of the paint locker.' ENS Jones, the assistant

rec\il

division officer, hoped that he (Webster) uld shape up

the two men who were also assigned there, el inate complaints

about the operation of the paint locker, give SN Webster an

opportunity to exercise some authority by virtue of increased

responsibility, and eliminate wastage of paint.

Which correctly states a reason why delegation is

important to subordinates (SN Webster in this case)?
,i

a. Delegation reduce: the responsibility of
the senior.

b. Delegation improves morale by enhancing
the role of subordinates.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-16-
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Which correctly states why ENS Jones delegated aut!prity

to SN Webster? (Recall previous example.)

a. Relieved the leader of routine details

b. Developed a sense of responsibility in
a subordinate

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Again; looking back at Frame 13, assume that the

division officer was also short a third class boatswain's

mate. In this case, whic.:, correctly states why the division

officer delegated authority?

a. Couldn't attend to the work
personally.

b. Provided organization depth

c. Both of the above.

d. None of the above

-17-
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP

As previously mentioned, theoretically, all authority4
in the military

establishment is lodged with the Comminder
in Chief who delegates to his subordinates down the line;
thus characterizing the chain of command. Ine'scalar principle
is a way of explaining the chain of command.

Which-correctly states the scalar principle?

a. There must be a chain of direct authorityrelationships from superior to subordinate
throughout the entire organization.

b. There must exist frequent delegation ofauthority scaled to the organization to, effectively accomplish objectives.
c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

animemrs.

From which of the following statements can you infer the
scalar principle?

a. There mast be a clear line from the
ultimate source cf authority to the
lowest rank in the organization.

There'must exist a minimum of barriers
to delegation of authority down to thelowest rank in the organization.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-18-
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The chain of command must be clearly understood by

eery subordinate and must be closely adhered to or .here

can be serious consequences.

An air group commander was not explicit in cOlineating

the chain of command for a multi - group -air strike on an

enemy force. Thus, when he was shot down, confusion resulted

among the remaining air group commanders and their respective- -

squadron commanders and several officers attempted to take

charge and coordinate the attack.

Which correctly states the cqniequences of- a poorly

,
defined chain of command?

a. The scalar principle, which is supportive
of the chain of command, will take effect
to remedy the situation.

b. The risk exists of undermining authority
and creating confusion.

c. ,Both of the above

d. None of the above

-19-
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4herie'er'a seniordeviates from the normal chain of

:onmand, be ;should inform the subordinate that he is

overridi:;, the normal chain of command, issue his order(s)

and notify he senior normally in the chain of commal,d

concerning his action as soon :7 po,sibl,

Which correctly illustrates this procedure?

a. The ship's postal clerk, who works out of
_the s-hip's office, following established
prtyceduret, and oiders, requests permission
to leave Inc ship to deliver mail to-the
post offie. The 001) denies permission,
telling the postal clerk to stand by while
he checks with,the ship's office to see if
the postal clerk is supposed to go ashore.

b. The ship's postal clerk, who works out of
the shin's office, following established
procedures and orders, requests permission
to leave the ship to deliver mail to the

_ post office. The 001) denies permission,
telling the postal clerk to. go to the air
department'office to pick up a letter that
must leave the ship on the mail run. The
-00D calls the X0 and repqrts that the
postal clerk will he late leaving the ship.

Both of the abovt..

d, None of the above

-20-
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.1101111111111,

' :XTRACT FROM U.S. NAVY REGULATIONS

"1320.2 If an officer receives an order which
annuls, suspends, or modifies one received 0

from another superior or one contrary to in-
structions or orders from the Secretary of the
Navy, he shall exhibit his first orders, unless
he has been instructed not to do so, and repre-
,sent the facts in writing to the superior from
whom the last order was received. If, after
such representation, the latter shall insist
upon the execution of his order, it shall be
obeyed, and the officer receiving and execut-
ing it shall report the circumstances to the
superior from whom he received the original
order."

Figure 1. Deviation From Chain of Command

-21-
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ElSubordinates also have a certain duty whenever there

is a deviation in the chain of command. See Figure 1 on

the previous page, and then read the following example.

MIDN Smith was,the boat officer of one of the liberty.

launches of a carrier. His orders from the OOD were to

make the fleet landing, pick up members of the crew returning

from liberty, and to return to the ship in accordance with

the boat schedule. CDR Quarles, the Chief Engineer of the

carrier, had just missed an officer's boat retiiiti-ng to

the ship and was quite impatient to return aboar'd. Therefore,

he boarded MIDN Smith's launch and told him to shove off

immediately. 'When Smith informed the commander that he

could note leave for 30 minutes,.the commander became

quite impatient. He ordered Smith to shove off immediately,

adding "I'll square it away with the OOD And the Navigator,

Mister Smith; you just carry out my orders."

Which of the following correctly states the action the

midshipman boat officer should take?

a. Obey the new order without question.

b. Apprise the senior of his previous orders,
obey the senior if he persists, and then
inform his own chain of command senior
(the OOD) of the circumstances.

c. Insist on getting approval from his own
chain of command senior (the OOD) to obey
the order.

d. Refuse to obey the order unless it is put
in writing.

-22-
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Which correctly states the concept of 6elegation of

authority from the leader's point of view'

a. Delegation involves both the act of
granting authority,by a senior and his
act of assigning responsibility.

h. Delegation involves both the receipt of
authority by a subordinate and the
receipt of his responsibility.

c. Llelegation involves both the act of 4

granting authority by a senior and the
inherent right to reclaim such authority.

d. Delegation involves both the subordinate
(who receives authority) and the senior
(who delegates the authority). ;

Ea Which correctly states a reason why delegation is

important to subordinates?

a. The more authority is delegated to him
as a subordinate, the sooner his level
of competence shows up.

b. Delegation provides subordinates with a
stronger sense of security in that they
are needed to do the job; thus, disci-
pline is improved.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence 1. Now, go to the next
page and take tho Quiz.

-23-
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Summary Post-Quiz 1

the Concept of Delegatioo

Answer th? following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly states an appropriate action of a

subordinate her faced with orders from a non-chain of

command senior?

a. Notif, his normal chain of command
scnio: about the circumstances as soon
as possible. ,

b. Inform the non-chain of command senior
of his previous orders, but execute
the new order if the senior persists. _

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

2. Which statement correctly relates delegation and

the chain of command?

a. The concept of delegation also
includes the concept of the
chain of command.

h. Authority and responsibility reside
in the Commander in Chief who delegates
his responsibility and thereby
establishes the chain of command.

c. The chain of command establishes
uninterrupted delegation of some
authority from highest to lowest
echelon in successive steps.

d. The chain of command involves
delegation of all of a senior's
authority to his subordinates in
successive lower echelons.

-24-
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3. Which of the folldwing correctly states a reason why

delegation is important to subordinates?

a. Delegation impro4ves the morale of
subordinates.

b. Delegation provides unit cohesiveness,
giving subordinates a greater sense of
security.

c. Delegation improves the discipline of
subordinates.

d. All of the above

Now, check your answers on the next page.

Six/III/ST/SV
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1. c

2. c

3. a

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 1

`"')

NDW, go to Summary 42 on the,neXt page.
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Summary 2

The Process of Delegation

When assigning duties, the leader should decide how to best

divide the work among his subordinates. He should also examine

his own functions and duties to determine which of them can be

assigned to others. Scmc duties, e.g., routine administrative

tasks, are So routine that the leader would do best to assign

them to a subordinate. ihere,are other functions which should

be delegated only to subordinates possessing the necessary

skills to perform them effectively, e.g., technical inspection

of specialist activities.. In addition, there arc functions or

duties which the leader cannot delegate and must perform himself,

e.g., the CO'of the ship can never delegate authority for

non-judicial punishment.' As you can sec, the delegation of a

specific duty to a subordinate often depends on the leader's

general attitude and the subordinates he has available.

Principles of Delegation

Here is a list of principles which should aid you, as a

future officer, in the delegation of authority.

1) Delegation of authority is essential to the
development of effective leaders and military
organizations.

2) Decisions should be made by the individual
who is as close as possible to the action.

3) Authority must be commensurate with responsi-
bility.

-27-
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r

4) Delegation should be made in clear,
concise terms.

Determinants of Degree of Delegation of Authority

Some determinants of the degree of delegation are the

atmosphere of the organization and the nature of the duties,

e.g., a decision to launch a missile remains at the highest

"level, whqreas a decision to search a vessel off the coast of
-.,

a comtrat zone is delegated to a lower echelon.

The nature.of the delegator and the delegatee(s) also

determines the degree of delegation of authority. Some executives

feel that dilly less important decisions can be made by suhor-

din'ates. Some subordinates who share this opinion may be

hesitant to seek and/or accept delegated authority and the

resultant responsib!lity exacted from them in crucial matters.

The relationship between subordinate and delegator will vary

greatly depending upon the particular personalities involved

in the relationship at the time delegation could or hould occur.

It should he evident that the training and experience of

both the senior and the subordinate affect decisions regarding

the degree of delegation. As skill and knohledge on-both sides

increase, we would expect increasing delegation of authority
,

for an increasing range of activities.

Finally, the length of time the senior member has been with

the organization hears directly on the matter of delegating

authority. Until the senior has been with the unit long

enough to make some judgment regarding the capabilities of his

subordinates, he would, rightly so, be somewhat restrictive

and selective in deciding what authority to delegate and to whom.

-28-
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The foregoing discussion of delegation points to certain

factors that might hinder that process which we can categorize

as barriers to delegation:

1) Time schedule and importance of tasks -
may limit delegation.

2) A senior who would like to delegate authority
may be constrained by a higher echelon policy
against it.

3) A senior may, for his ego's sake, retain authority
and have subordinates come to him for decisions. r

4) A delegator may lack -security about his status
and fear a subordinate': encroachment.

A delegator or delegatee hai several recourses to help

him overcome any of these barriers. The first step is to

recognize that a barrier exists'and to correctly identify it.

If the barrier concerns the subordinate, action'should be taken

to train him. Perhaps this can be done by deleg ting at first

some, then more authority to the subordinate, to build his

self-confidence.

The senior himself can, by his positive attitude and effort

to train, motivate the subordinate. A harsher method is to

replace the subordinate; however, this only shunts the problem

onto someone else's shoulders.

If the barrier to delegation concerns the senior and is

possibly psychological in nature, it is unlikely to be recognized

unless, perhaps, by a higher echelon senior who could take

action to correct it.

The leader, in delegating authority to subordinates,

must recognize the risk taken in that the subordinates may

make mistakes. The leader must be prepared to accept such a risk.

This is the end of Summary 2. Now go to the next page and
take the Quiz.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 2

fhe Process of Welegation

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly states a principle governing delegation

of military authority:!

a. Authority must he commensurate with
responsibility.

b. fhe more removed a command is froM the
point of (legal) authority, the lesser
should he the 'degree of delegation.

c. The commander should retain authority on
operational matters pertaining to a
segment of the command,

d. 111 or the above

2. Which correctly de'Scribes a barrier to delegation?

a. The mbordinate lacks security about
his own status.

b. The importance of the task and short time
schedules limit delegation

C. Both of the above

d. None of the above

t.
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3. Which correctly states action the senior should take

to overcome barriers to delegation that he recognizes in,

subordinates?

a/'Take action to train subordinates to
enable them to function properly

b. Delegate some authority to subordinates
to build self-confidence.

c.' -Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on the next page.
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I.- a

3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 2

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 3 on page 47.
If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page and
go through Programed Sequence 2.
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Programed Sequence 2

The Process ofDelegation

OVERVIEW: In this frame-sequence, you will learn-about -

the processof delegation, including prIncipres

Six/iII/ST/SV

governing delegation, determinants of the
. . ..

.

degree of delegation, and barriers to delegation,

and how to overcome them.

When it comes to assigning duties,':e good leader decides
1

how the work is to be divided among hisubordinateg. He

examines his own functions and duties to determine which can

and which cannot be delegated.

CDR Walker, the Operations Officer of a large naval air

station, has many responsibilities. Among them are: (1) to

sign all flight clearance farms and (2) to,maintatn logbooks

of Naval Aviators.

To have someone readily available to sign flight

clearances, CDR Walker delegates the authority to the

operAions duty officer. Themaintenance of pilot logbooks

is assigned to the log yeoman. -

What kind of functions or duties can a leader ordinarily

delegate?

a. Functions and duties which are routine:

b. Functions and duties whi'h require specific
skill may be delegated to a subordinate who
has the necessary skill.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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0 A leader delegated authority in the past only to

discover the delegatees were incapable of carrying otit the

tasks.

a

What conclusion can be drawn from this example?

a. In the future this leader will probably dele-
gate functions and duties which require
specific skills to subordinates who have
the necessary skills.

b. Delegation of authority in the future will
probably depend on this leader's general
attitude and the subordinates he has
available.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

There are certa;n functions or duties which a leader

cannot delegate, even though capable subordinates may be

readily available to accept the task.

Which of the following is a duty that cannot be

delegated/

a. Inventory of commissary stores

b. Audit of the ship's recreation funds

c. Wardroom Mess control

d, Ncn-judic'al lunishment

-34-
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LTJG Smith, as the Squadron Education and Training

Officer, is responsible the following:

1) Maintain lists of available training
publications and USAFI correspondence
courses.

2) Submit required reports on educational
programs.

3) Maintain a stock of appropriate training
courses and references.

4,

Which functions or.duties should LTJG Smith appropriately

delegate?

a. Functions 1) and 3)

b. Functions 1) and 2)

c.` All of the functions

d. None of the functions

a What kinds of functions or duties did LTJG Smith

delegate in the previous example?

a. Routine functions or duties

b. Those requiring attitude adjustment

c. Those requiring specific skills

d. All of the above

4
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There are four principles which govern delegation of

authority in the military. See Figure 2 below and then

answer the frames that follow:

1) Delegation of authority is essential to the

development of effective leaders and military

organizations.

2) Decisions should be made by the individual
who is as close to the action as possible.

3) Authority, must be commensurate with
responsibility.

4) Delegation should be mac in clear, concise
terms.Tt...Nw,

Figure 2. Principles Governing Delegation of Authority

You already know that delegation is important because '

it develops subordinates and provideS depth for the.organi-

zation.

In this respect, which correctly states a principle

governing delegation of authority?

a. Delegation of authority is essential to
the development of effective leaders and

military organization.

b. Decisions should be made by the individual
closest to the action.

c. Autlicirity must be delegated in clear, concise
terms.

d. All of the above
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8 The following is an example of incorrect delegation.

The base Commanding Officer has designated LT Arthur

as mess treasurer of the Office.' Club. LT Arthur is

responsible to the base CO for its successful operation.

However, the civilian mess manager, whose contract with

the club gives him the sole right to hire and fire personnel,

is retained in his present capacity.

Which principle governing delegation was violated?

a. Essential authority

9

b.- Authority must be commensurate with
responsibility.

The degree of delegation may be determined by the

atmosphere of the organization, or by.the nature of duties..

A decision to launch a missile is retained at the

highest level, while a decision to search a vessel off the

coast of Vietnam is delegated to a' lower echelon.

Which determiner of the degree of delegation is

illustrated?

a. Atmosphere of the organization

b. Nature of duties

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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10 Which of the following is an example of the atmosphere

of the organization?

a. Squadron A's XO signs all requests for
special li6grty and approves all orders
from aviation stores.

b. Squadron B's department heads have
authority to sign special liberty
requests and orders from aviation stores.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Read Figure 3 on the next page.

The deputy commander of a joint services command has

stated that he will review and approve or disapprove the

assignment of all officers to his directorates. In the case

of officers requesting an extension of their term of duty,

he requires that the cognizant directorate chief personally

present each request to him for approval.

Which barrier to delegation is illustrated?

a. The ego of the senior requires him to
retail authority and have subordinates
come :o him for decisions.

b. The d legator lacks security about his
own s atus (fear of subordinates'
growt,: potential).

c. Both 44 the above

d. None )f the above

I
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1) Time schedule and importance of tasks
may limit delegation.

2) A senior who would like to delegate authority
may be constrained by a higher echelon policy
against

3) A senior tay, for his ego's fake, retain authority
, and have subordinates come to him for decisions.

4) A delegator may lack security about his status
and fear a subordinate's encroachment.

Figure 3. Barriers to Delegation of Authority

Barriers to delegation can also result from other than

the senior and/or subordinate nterrelationships.

Which correctly states this type of carrier?

a. Time schedules and import% co if tasks

b. A senior who would like to delegate may
be.constrained by a higher echelon policy
against delegation.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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To overcome barriers tr delegation, the barriers must

first he recogni_ed And classified. If recognized as

existing in the subordinate, the senior should take action

to train the subordinate so he will function properly, or

replace him. The attitude and effort to train on th part

of the senior Are ionducive to motivating subordinate

CDR Miller, the Squadron Commanding Officer, is a firm

beliexer in a training program for officers as well as for

enlisted personnel, Accordingly, he has an "all officers"

meeting each Monday and Friday morning, at hhich t-ime policy

is set forth and training is conducted. Ilso, each aviator

is assigned a collateral duty with commensurate responsibi-

lity.

Which states the first action in training subordinates

to function properly?

a. Have meetings to talk ?out what to do.

h. Delegate some authority to subordinate
to build self-confidence.

c. Both of the ancAe

d. None of the abov'e
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A DD Captain allowed his OOD's to get the ship underway

and also to dock it. He stated his policy as, "On this

ship, 'my watch officers know I have confidence in their

a!:ility. I'm willing to risk a few 'rough' landings

occasionally to build up confidence in these officers. When

a real emergency arises, I may not always be on the bridge,

so I feel this is the best way to help prepare them for such

a contingency."

Which statement correctly describes this situation?
. ,

a. The Captain recognizes the risk to his
status when he delegates authority to
his subordinates, but is willing to
accept the risk to aid in the develop-
ment of subordinates.

b. Decisions should be made by the
individual who is as close to the
action as possible.

%, The Captain is trying to divide his
responsibility.

d. None of the above

11.
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0 LT Smith, a capable officer, has been designated as

the senior shore patrol officer for the next port. Other

ships have encountered trouble on visits there, so two

midshipmen have been assigned as assistant shore patrol

'officers.

take?

16

Which states the appropriate action the senior should

a. Supervise the effort personally to make
sure the task gets done properly.

b. Take actioftto train subordinates so
they will function properly, or replace
them.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above,

Which correctly states a principle of delegation?

a. The smaller the organization, the greater
the need for delegation.

b. Authority must be commensurate with
responsibility.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence 2. Now, go to the
next page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 2

The.Process of Delegation

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly describes a barrier to delegation?

a. The importance of the task and short time
schedules limit delegation.

b. The subordinate lacks security about his
own status.' & ,

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

2. Which correctly states action the senior should take

to overcome barriers to delegation that he recognizes in

subordinates?

a. Take action to train subordinates to
enable them to function properly.

b. Delegate some authority to subordinates
to build self-confidence.'

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

%
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3. Which correctly states a principle governing delegation

of military authority?

a. The more removed a command is from the
point of (legal) authority, the lesser
should be the degree of delegation.

b. Authority must be commensurate with
responsibility.

c. The commander should retain authority on
operational matters pertaining to a segment
of the command.

d. All of the above

Now, check your answers on page 46.
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1. a

2. c

3. 6'

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 2

Now, go to Summary 3 on the next page.
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Summary 3

The Process of Delegation (continued.)

Delegation ,should be looked upon as a dynamic process,

i.e., a senior should increase the,authority of the subordinate

ho functions well and learns, frem'experience. the,other

hand, a senior should revoke the authority of a subordinate

who misuses delegated authority.

When the delegator states he expects, when he expects

it to be done, and-whom he expects tO do t, this is called

delegation by results 'expected. Delegation by results expected

leads. to real accomplishment by the subqydinate, and it permits

the setting of standards and controls. The subordinate then

achieves success or failure on the basis of his record:
r.

Control Over Delegated Authority
c

Remember tluit delegation of authority does not mean abdication

of authority. The delegator retains total authority and all

responsibility even though the delegatee must accept responsibility

for his own actions. It follows that some controls are necessary

in the delegation process.

Here are three ways to control delegated authority.

1) .Preview with subordinate the direction of the task.

2) Periodically question and -discuss the task with'
-the-subordinate.

3) Require periodic reports.
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Ipl)catons of Delegation of Authority in the Naval Service

The following is an extract from U. S. Navy Regulations,

Article 1318;

Delegation of Authority

The delegation of authority and the issuance of
orders and instructions by a person in the naval
service shall' not relieve such person from any
responsibility imposed upon him. He shall
insure that the delegated authority is properly
exercised and that his orders and instructions
are properly executed.

This article clearly shows that leaders in the naval service

are expected to delegate their authority and superyise the

delegatees, yet recognize their own re.s: ,sibility-for completion

of all assigned tasks.

This is the end of Summary 3. Now, go to the next page and
take the Quiz.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 3

The Process of Delegation (continued)

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Wh..h correctly describes the concept of delegation by

results expected?

a. Authority is delegated to a reliable
subordinate who the delegator knows will
produce his expected results.

b. The delegator state', what he expects, when
he expects it to he done, and by whom.

c. The delegatcr previews the direction of
the task to be delegated with the subor-
dinate to ensure accomplishment of
expected results.

d. None of the above

2. Which correctly states p technique of control over

delegated authority?

a. Preview the direction of the task with
the subordinate.

b. Detail specifics on how to perform each
phase of the task.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-49-
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3. Which correctly states the obligations Navy regulations

place on all leaders on the naval service?

a. Naval leviers are expected to delegate
their authority and see that the authority
is properly exercised.

b. Naval leaders are expected to recognize
their own responsibility for completion
of all assigned tasks.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on page 52.'
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BLANK
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1. b

2. a

3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 3

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 4 on page 63.
If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page and
go through Programed Sequence 3. '
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Programed Sequence 3

The Process of Delegation (continued)

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn about the

dy amics of delegation and the techniques of

controlling, once authority has been delegated.

It must be understo6d that delegation should be a

dynamic, rather than a static concept. A good example of

the dynamic aspect of delegation would be the P3 Squadron

Commander who attempts to build confidence and increase the

experience of his young aviators by rewarding outstanding

airmanship and leadership with rapid promotion to first

pilot or patrol plane commander. Conversely, he doe't

hesitate to move those aviators who perform unsatisfactorily

to positions less demanding of flying skills and/or

leadership ability (e.g., second pilot or navigator).

Which statement correctly describes the dynamic aspect

of delegation.?

a. The spnior should let the subordinate know
he's still the bcss and can change things
as he sees fit.

h. The senior must develop a willingness to
accept risks if the subordinates need more
direction.'

c. The senior who lets the subordinates get
too much experience and confidence will fine
that the subordinates will stop coming to
him for decisions.

d. The senor should reward good performance with
increased delegation and revoke authority
when subordinates perform poorly.
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B Delegation by results expected is a process in which

the delegator states what he expects, when he expects it

to be done, and by whom.

Why might a leader delegate by results expected?

a. He can set standards and use controls.

b. He might lack security about his own
status; therefore he can limit a subor-
dinate's growth.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which is an exampl, of delegation by results expected?

a. ENS O'Reilly, OI Division Officer, holds
training sessions with the midshipman watch
standers who are assigned to solve maneu-
vering board problems in CJC. He stresses
the need for accuracy and for supplying
information to the bridge in the shortest
time. He says, "Work the problem, think
a moment about your answer. Ask yourself,

- 'Is it logical? Is it 18C degrees off?
Does it check with the last solution?.
He continues, "If you're satisfied that
your answer is correct, call the bridge
and report your solution."

b. ENS Goldberg, OI Division Officer, holds
frequent meetings with his midshipman watch
standers in an effort to improve their
effectiveness in their cruise duties as
combat information center personnel. He
lets them know that he recognizes their
intelligence and other virtucs,-and that
he expects them to perform well. He explains
that he wants up-to-date status boards,
reliable and accurate reporting on all
radar contacts, and correct maneuvering
board solutions on such common problems as
"true wind," or "closest point of approach."

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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The Outcome of delegation by results expected is that

the subordinate either achieves success or fails on the

basis of his record.

What can a senior do who sees his subordinate failing?

a. Reset the standards to a lower level

b. Use control

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

ElWhich correctly,defines delegation by results expected?

a. A process in which the delegator states what
he expects, when he expects it to be done,
and by whom.

b. A process in which authority is delegated
only to reliable subordinates, who the
delegator knows will produce the expected
results.

c. Both of the -above

d. None of the above
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6 A good method of controlling delegated authority is

for the leader to preview with the subordinate the direction

of the task, discuss it with him periodically, and require

periodic and final reports.

The Chief Engineer gives a junior officer the task of

monitoring the rebricking of boilers in the forward fireroom.

He explakpethat while the shipyard force will do the

actual work, he must still coordinate with the shipyard
,

repair officer, provide some assistance to yard personnel in

opening the boilers, gain the cooperation of the yard work

force so that debris is'not scattered over the fireroom

(from the old and new firebrick), monitor the installation

of new brick, and make the final inspection when the job is

completed.

Which is an example of control?

a. As the job progresses, the Chief Engineer
asks the junior officer if he has been
inspecting the job and informs him that
he (the Chief Engineer) is not satisfied
with the fact that the yard is reusing
some of the old firebrick. He then
directs the junior officer to get the used
firebrick removed and the new firebrick
installed.

b. As the job progresses, the Chief Engineer
notes with dissatisfaction that the yard
has been reusing old firebrick. He asks
the junior officer how the job is coming
and is informed by the latter, "Just
great!" The Chief Engineer says, "On your
next check of the boilers, let me know
when you're going inside. I'd like to
comt along."

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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As S-5 Division Officer aboard a Cru/ser, you are in

charge of the wardroom4stewards.
Sometimes you think this

is a thankless task, for you get all the :omplaints from

your fellow wardroom officers (i.e., bunk not made, room

not cleaned, laundry not picked up). You have good inter-

personal comiunications with the chief steward, and have ,

discussed with him the scope and purpose of his task. You
have delegated to him the authority to ensure all necessary

work is accomplished, but you are still receiving complaints
from fellow officers.

What might an independent observer conclude?

a. More impersonal control (audits) with
direction of the task is the technique notbeing utilized.

b. Periodic questioning and discussion with
reports are the techniques not being
utilized.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

J
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0 Navy regulations cover the subject of delegation of

authority and supervision, of the delegatees. Read Figure 4

below.

Which correctly states the obligations placed upon

leaders in the naval service pertaining to delegation of

authority?

a. Naval lenders are expected to delegate their
authority and see that the authority is
properly exercised.

b. Naval leaders are expected to recognize
their own responsibility for completion
of all assigned tasks.

c. Both of the above

Id. None of the above

EXTRACT FROM U.S. NAVY REGULATIONS

Article 1318. The delegation of authority and
the issuance of orders and instructions by a
person in the naval service shall not relieve
such person from any responsibility imposed
upon him. He shall insure that the delegated
authority is properly exercised and that his
orders and instructions,are properly executed.

Figure 4. Delegation of Authority

4
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. 'Which correctly states the relationship between Navy'

Regs, Article 1318, and the dynamics of delegation?

a. Naval leaders arc expected to delegate
authority and see that authority is
properly exercised. If it isn't, .they
should revoke it.

b. Naval leaders shall ensure that orders
and instructions arc' properly executed;
and if not, delegatecs are relieved of
responsibility.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end. of Programed Sequence 3. Now, go the next
page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 3

The Process of Delegation (c;vntinued)

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which best describes the concept of delegation by

results expected?

a. The delegator previews the direction, of the
task to be delegated with the subordinate
to ensure accomplishment of expected results.

'b. Authority is delegated to a reliable
subordinate who the delegator knows.will
produce his expected results.

c. The delegator states what he expects, when
he expects it to be done, and by whom.

d. None of the above

2. Which correctly states the oSligations Navy regulations

place on all leaders in the naval service?
0

a. Naval leaders are expected to delegate
their authority, and see that the
authority is properly exercised.

b. Naval leaders are expected to recognize
their own responsibility for completion
of all assigned _tasks.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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3. Which correctly states a technique of control aver-

. delegated authority?

a. Preview the direction of the task with
the subordinate.

b. Detail specifics on how to perform each
phasi of the task.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

;

Now, cneck your answers on the next page..
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ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 3

Now.'go to Summary 4 on the nextage.
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Line Authority

Summary 4 .\\

Line and Staff Authoritl

\..

Line authority is the basic authority which Osfmrates in

an organization along a vertical hierarchy of commanders. It

extends from the highest to the lowest echelons in the chain...,

o(command. Officers holding line positions have command

authority and responsibility for the accomplishment of primary

objectives.

Staff Authority

Staff authority is non-command authority which is concerned

with investigating, planning, recommending, advising, and

assisting. Officers holding staff positions, although within

the chain of command, have non-command authority and are

responsible solely for providing advice and service to the

1 le for its attainment of objectives.

Some of the services provided by the staff are:.

1) The translation of decisions into plans and plans
into orders

2) The transmission of orders to personnel involved

3) The preparation of continuous estimates

4) The preparation of tentative plans of possible
future action for line's considerations

Line may accept, reject, or change the advice or service

of staff. In case of disagreement both line and staff have

the right to appLal to higher line authority. This, in the

military, is usually a common higher authority.
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Functional Authority

A commander may choose to delegate to certain staff

officers (or other subordinates) a special authority status,

which is termed "functional." Functional authority,is command

authority delegated to a staff position and limited to one

specific activity, then removed when that activity is completed.

The staff officer with functional authority may issue orders

to line personnel to accomplish his limited specific duty.

One advantage of functional authority is that it makes

the best use of expert knowledge. Functional authority also

relieves the commander of some of his burden of decision

making in specialized functional areas.

Some disadvantages ,of functional authority are tI-pt it

causes a potential lack of orpnizational stability and may

stifle initiative in subordinates. The authority granted to

subordinates to sign documents "by direction" of the commanding

officer is not considered functional authority. jt does,

however, permit the staff officer to siil routine orders and

letters for the commander.

This is the end of Summary 4. Now, go to the next page and
take the Quiz.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 4

Line and Staff Authority

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student

1. Which dorrectly states the definition of line authority?

a. The basic authority in an organization
which operates along a vertical hier-
arachy of commanders from the highest to
the lowest echelons

b. The ultimate authority of the highest
echelon within a gfVen command which is
executed and delegated down the line of
subordinate commanders

c. Command authority which operates along a
horizontal line of commanders, all of
whom have final authority for mission
attainment

d. None of the above

Which correctly describes staff authority?

a. Non - command authority which is concerned
with investigating, planning, recommending,
advising, and assisting

h. Authority to prepate tentative plans for
possible future action for line's consider-
rations

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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3. Which correctly states the definition of functional

s
authority?

a. Command authority which i,s delegated to
staff positions to function in line's
capacity for an indefinite period of time

b. Command authority which is delegated to
staff positions, but which is limited to
a specific activity and is removed when
that activity is completed

4
c. Command authority which is delegated to

staff positions, the sole function of
which is to sign routine orders and
letters for the commander

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on page 68.

(
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BLANK
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1. a

2.

3. b

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 4

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 5 on page 85.If you missed one or more questio,ns, go to the next page andgo through Programed Sequence 4.

I.
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Pro5ramed Sequence 4

Line and Staff Authority

OVERVIEW: In this frame seence, you wi;1 learn the

definitions and concepts of line authority,

staff authority, and functional authority.

o Line.authority indicates chain of command authority

and re..,ponsIbility for the primary objectives of the

organization.

Which defines line authority?

a. The basic authority in an organization
that gives a senior the capacit!. to commnnd
subordinates in his organization

b. The basic authority in an organization
which operates a'ong a vertical hier-
archy of coimanders from th? highest to
the lowest echelons

k

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-69-
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Leaders wit)) line authority are responsible for the

mission of the command and must have final authority for its

attainment.

U

Which correctly illustrates this?

a. The ship's Executive Officer, who is
next senior-to the Commanding Officer,
exercises authority over all ship's
personnel, whether they be ling or staff.
Therefore, the Executive Officer, being
one of those responsible for the mission
of the command, Ls vested with line
authority.

b. The 'ship's Chief Engineer exercises
authority vrer the Engineering Depart-
ment. In 'non, the Engineering Depart-
ment responds to orders from the,00D
(with respect to engine speeds and
comparable matters) who may be junior
to the Chief Engineer. In spite-of
this, the Chief Engineer contributes
directly to the accomplishment of the
mission of the command; therefore, by
is vested with line authority.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which of the following are line positions?

a. YP skipper

b. First division assistant division
officer

c. Combat pilot

d. All of the above
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Staff positions have non-command authority and

responsibility for providing advice and service

to line in the attainment of objectives. Staff positions

ihclude both staff corps and line officers assigned to

staff duty.

'Which is he definition of staff authority?

a. Non-command authority which is concerned
with investigating, planning, recommending, ,

advising, and assisting

b. Non-command authority which is concerned
with associating and is delegated to staff .

personnel to operate in line's capacity
when necessary

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-Which'of the following are Staff positions?

a. Legal Officer

b. CARDIV 4 Onerations Officer

c. Medical Officer

d. All of the above

-71-
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Two of staff's functions are to translate decisions into

plans and plans into orders, and to transmit orders to

personnel involved.

Which is an example of this?

a. The ship's doctor, an officer in the
medical corps, recommends to the Executive
Officer that all men going on liberty in
a certain port be given special booster
innoculations, The XO sags, "Make it all
hands; we don't know that everyone"won't
get ashore at sometime or another." The
me4ical officer posts a notice in the plan
of/the day, requiring men whose last names
begin with A through F to report to sick bay.

b. In the situation outlined in a of this
question, the OOD passes the word, "All
stragglers who have not received their
special silks, lay down to sick bay."

c. Both of the above

d. None of.the,above

'A fleet staff often has a senior captain who has under

him a planning section as one of its staff elements. As

you will recall, the major function of a staff element is

to help develop plans for future operations and for

alternative or- co: tingent situations.

Which correctly states the probable other function(s)

of the senior captain's planning section?

a. Makes continuous estimates

b. Prepares tentative plans for possible
future action for line's consideration

c. Both of the above

d. Node of the ,.aove

-72-
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Staff authority exists to investigate; plan, assist

recommend and advise. Staff has no command 'authority over

line.

If staff gives advice to line, what can you infer?

a. Line may accept, reject, or change the
advice,of staff.

b. Staff is assuming line authority.

c. Both of the above

d. gone of ..the above

-7:
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9 Lpok at the diagram ofa shipboard organization.

Which have fine authority?

COMMANDING OFFICER
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

MEDICAL OFFICER CHAPLAIN

OPERATIONS
OFFICER

10

CHIEF
ENGINEER

a. Chaplain

b, Medical Officer

c. Both of the atove

d, None of the above

WEAPONS
OFFICER

NAVIGATOR

Referring to the diagram in Frame 9, which have staff

authority?

a. ERecutive Officer

. b. Chaplain

c. Both of the aboie

d. None of the above
2'
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m While fine can accept, reject, or change staff advice,

1116 does not hav4"'the right to override staff,when a disagree-

ment arises between the two. The disagreement must be settled,

and the procedure is one normally used in'formal disagreements.

WhAt procedure is followed when lineafid staff disagree?

a. When a disagreement arises, lihe and staff
have the right to appeal to higher line
authority which, in the military, is usually
a common higher authority.

b. When a disagreement arises, line and staff
have the right to request a committee-of-
peers hearing to have the matter settled.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

.

Which correctly states the differenceAbetween line and

staff authority?

O a. Line authority indicates chain of, command
authority and responsibility.tor nrimary
objectives. taff authority is nonrcommand
authority and is concerned with providing
advice and services to line in the attain-
ment of objectiias.

b. Lane authority is command authority, while
staff authority is non-command authority.

,Both work unilaterally toward the attainment
of objectives. Line need not accept staff's
services.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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khIch cerrectly states functions of staff?

a. To make decisions and issue orders to
personnel involved

b. lo prepare tentative plans for possible
.ftfuture action fo7 line's consideration

c. Both of the abelo

d. N-.ne of the above

When a commander choosys to delegate to certain staff

officers or other subordinates a spe-'al temporary command

authority status, it is termed "functional,"

ihich, then, woo.- ;)e a definiti'ma of functional

authority*

a. Commano autho,i;, -legated to staff
positinns to 3.4e on line-staff disagree-
ment

h. Lommand authority Jelegat:.,d to staff
positions which is limited to a specific
activity and is removed when that
acti.nty is completed.

c. Both of the Above

d, 'lone the ob,ive
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When a staff officer has functional authority, he may

issue orders to line personnel to accomplish his specific

duties.

16

Which is an example of tnis?

Chief of Naval Personnel issues orders to
personnel under the command of fleet
commanders.

b. The Chaplain directs his yeoman to prep'are
the chapel for the coming religious holiday
season.

c. Both of the allove

d. :None of the above

The chief hospitalman on a small ship, who is the

senior member of the medical department on board, places

one of the quartermasters on the sick list. This leaves

one of the bridge watche::, short-handed. The OOD of that

particular watch tells the chief to certify rie man fit for

duty. He (the OOD) knows that the man is malingering;

however, the chief does not feel, that this is the case.

Which action should be -ikon to settle the disagreement?

a. Appeal to the ship's Executive Officer, their
cr,mmon senior.

b. Appeal to the Operations Officer, the quarter-
master's senior,

'c. Both of tho above

d. None of the above
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171 Which best describes the change in an officer's

' authority when delegated functional authori, '

a. An officer may issue orders to line
personnel to accomplish his specific
limited objective, which he normally
couldn't do.

b. An officer may issue orders, make
decisions, and perform most other
duties of line authority.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

A Disbulsing Officer is responsible for processing all

travel and per diem claims. He authorized to pay these

as long as orders have been issued and complied with and

travel is involved. 'Processing travel claims is a technical

specialty and almost no general service officers (line

officers) can be expected to spend the time necessary to

keep abreast of traverregulations.

Which correctly states an advantage of functional

authority found in the above example?

a. Makes best use of expert knowledge, and
maintains functional efficiency of
personnel involved

b. Relieves eommander of someof his burden
of decisioh making in specialized areas

c. Both of the above

d. 4,ne of the above
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"By direction" authority is authority granted to ,

subordinates to sign documents "by direction" of commanding

officers. (Navy Regs, Article 1608 covers this.) It is

not functional authority, but it does permit the staff

officer to sign routine orders and letters for the commander.N.

Which is an example of "by direction" authority?

a. The CommandingOfficer designates the
personnel officer to sign temporary
additional duty orders "by direction."

b. The Commanding Officer tells the
Executive Officer to. sign a letter
addressed,to a higher command
which responds to deficiencies
uncovered in the annual military
inspection.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

ra Which correctly defines lunctional authority?

a. Command authority which is delegated to
-staff positions, but which is limiter: to
a specific activity and is removed when
that activity is completed -

b. Command authority which is delegateti to
staff positions,-and which permits the
officer to sign routine orders and letters
for the commander

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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DWhich is the function of staff personnel?
0

a. Make continupus estimates.

b. Make decisions and issue orders.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the abovt.

Which is true of functional authority? Ilo

a. Initiative of subordinates may be stifled.

\ b. Makes best use of expert knowledge while
it relieves the commander of some of the
buyden of decision making

c. bath of the above

d. None of the above

This is the erd of Programed Sequence 4. Now, go to the next
page and ta%e the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 4

Line and Staff Autholiti.

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correc-ly states the definition of functional,

authority?

a. Cemmund Yurhority which is delegated to
staff positions, but which is limited to
a s.pe:ific activity and is removed when
tn4t activit) is completed

4

b. Command authority which is delegated to
staff positions, the sale function of
which is to sigr routine orders and
letters for the commander ,

c. Command authority which is deegated to
staff positions to function in line's
cz.pacity for an indefinite period of time

4, None of the above

,111=M11110

2. Which correctly states the definition of line authority?

a. Command authority which operates along
a horizontal line of commanders, all of
whom have final authority for mission
attainment

b. The ultimate authority of the highest
echelon within a given command which is
executed and delegated down the line of
subordinate commanders

c. The basic authority in an organization
which operates along a vertical hierarchy
of commanders from the highest to the
lowest echelons.

d. None of the above
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3. Which correctly describes staff authority?

a Non-command authority which is concerned
with investigating, planning, recommending,
advising, and assisting

b. Authority to prepare tentative plats for
possible future action for line's cohsi-
derations

c. Roth of the abdve

d. None of the abovb

Now, check your answers on page 84.
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,

1. a

2. c

3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 4

Now, go to Summary 5 en the next page.
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Summary 5

Line and Staff Authority (continued)

Line-Staff Relationships

There are three generdl problems in the area of line acid
«

stff ,relationships (from'a line viewpoint).

They are

1) The proper identification and utilization
of staff authority

2) The recognition of the true line-staff
relationship

Attitudes and behavior of members of the
organization

Here arelbsome typical complaints from line people. Lint

people complain that staff tends to take credit for successful

work and blame line when something fails. Line people feel that

staff officers take advan.age of reporting to and having frequent

access to high-ranking officers, i.e., they tend to report more

often.

The biggest complaint arises when staff assumes line authority.

It is then that line feels that staff has gone too far. For

example, staff officers issue a variety of orders in the name of

the commanding officer through use ot "by direction" authority

when such *authority is granted for specific areas only. (This

is an abuse of authority; should it occur, the subordinate leader

has direct access to his commander for verification of the

....AUmmander's :ntentions.)

Staff officers are ()leen said to tend overstress their

own specialty and offer impractical, unnalanced assiselnce without

considering all the ramifications of a situation.

Ar
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The-staff also sees difficulties in line-staff relationships.

Some of these are. listed below.

Staff may feel that:

1) Line resists most new ide's and acts too,
cautiously and conservatively.

2) Line ignores staff and desires to'run
outfit as it 'sees fit.

3) Line fails to utilize staff capability,
or consults it too late to realize maximum
benefits.

4) The staff is not delegated adequate authority
commensurate with its expertise.

The line-staff relationship can be improved in several ways.

There should be a better understanding of the basic .ithority'

' relationship. This can be achieved by improving communications
.

and training in the following manner. -

4

1) Differentia'ting among various staff
authorities

2) Clearly defining authority

Another way to improve the relationship is,- during the

organizing, to develop a clear concept of.the actual inter-

relationship of authority. Thus: (1) each staff member would

have the authority for accomplishment-of what he can do bet

and (2) both line and staff personnel would have essential
, .

P

tasks in accomplishing the organization's miss -on. Remember,

however, that teamwork accomplishes the missio . The

interdependene of staff and line, rather than competition

between them, should be stressed frequently.
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In the "commander-staff-subordinate commander" relationship,

staff officers must often directly contact subordinates of lower,

line commanders. The chain of command is nonetheleSs maintained,

since these contacts are advisory in nature and made in cite name

ef.the higher echelon.

No stlict":.finition bk duties Ean completely clarify the

complex'clua relationship of the StAff officer to his line
V

commander and the subordinate li-ne,commanttr. This relationship

varies greatly from one organization to another. The effective

staff officer must see himself as serving the enti''e command,
-

not as merely exercising the commander's authority, He should

anticipate potenti',1 sources, of friction and attempt to eliminate

or avoid them.. It is, however, thc senior' commander's beltavior

and atti.cudes which truly govern line-staff relationships.

This is thc end of Summary S. Now, go the next page and
take the Quiz,

.
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Summary Pre-Quiz S

Line and Staff Authority. (continued)

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. 'Which 3.s a common staff complaint in line-staff

relationships?

a. Staff does not assume line authority
when it 3honld.

o

b. Staff complains that line tends to grab
credit for successful work and blames
staff when work fails.

. 4
.... c: Staff acts too cautiously and conserv-

. atively. '

-

d. Line ignores staff and desires to run
the outfit as it sees flit.

2. Which.is a method of improving the line-staff

relationship?

a. Develop a clear concept .of the actual
interrelationship of line and staff.

b. Develop organizational charts which
show the actual interrelationship of
authority.

c. Inculcate the separateness of line and.'
staff functions into all junior officers.

d. None of the above

1.
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3.; What rre the governing factors in the line-staff

relationship?

a. Potential sources of friction"(i.e., the
independent variables of the situation)
are the governing factors.

b. The behavior and attitude of the senior
commander are the governing factors.

c. Perceptual differences (by both line and
staff) are the governing factors.

d. Conceptual differences (by both line and
staff) are the governing factors.

Now, check your answer& on the next page.

ti
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Programed Sequence 5'

Line and Staff Authority (continued)

11

OVERVIEW: Ilethis framelitequence,-you.will learn about the

problems of pile -staff relatioilships and howto

Improve the relationship between the two.

t

Most relationships; including line-staff relationships,

involve problems. The problems are reflected. by complaints

from both line and staff People.

./

A post-mission conference is being on In aircraft

carrier. Durinuthe.ditcUssion, the Air,intelliience Officer

(stiff) points out that although intelligence did its job

and-go definite information on missile sites, the air

grouOistrike (line) leaders failed to follow the suggestions

-from intelligence. The Air Intelligence Officer claims that

for this reason the strike failed to effectively neutralize

- the target. ,The carrier's Operations Officer objects to the

Inteiligence.Officeet interpretation.

''Which correctly states the major complaint(s) in this

example?

a. Line people complain that staff tends to grab
credit for successful work and blame line when
something fails.

b. Staff people complain that their suggestions
are disregarded with consequent impairment
of the mission.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Line, people also complain, that staff personnel take

-advantage of reporting to high ranking officers, iqe.,

staff personnel reiort.more often . . ,

Which correctly describes this complaint?

a- The Sup1y .-ticei4'While-confe.4ing with
t,

-co:jot-Vier
eigineering 4epartent
ventilation

b. The-Chief:$0etswain'$'*gte,coptila*ns to
thi.firsttieUteeint'that:he is unable to
-'t liaii-paptraAyped'ii&Orwardad through
'the,shiplsefficeilet 0.4 yeomen gets
epeCiWlibirty,and leives! operating
'personnel requests pending.: -

c. Both of the above.

d. None of the above

.
,

If a staff,officer iseUes a,variety of orders in the

:.name.of the, commanding officer through the use of

r

1'

direction" authority,-when such authority is granted for

specific areas only, it is an example of staff assuming line

Authority. This is a major complaint from line's viewpoint.

Which is another case of-staff assuming line authority?

a. A personnel officer issues a directive
requiring a report on-special:liberty granted
by line departments. The Airective also
specifies that certain rates willnot be
eligible for special liberty._

b. A training officer issues a directive'
calling forra report on training-in-rating

' 'conducted by the line departments.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Which of the fo1lowing are co!apXaints from the Inis. E - - -

viewont- readjng problems in the Iin-staff re] atlonship'

a Staff cLffiers iuue a var5ety Of orders
-in the name Of the coman&ing officer
through use of "by direction authotty.

b4 her Is rec-ognitton of thc true liw
st elatiOnslftp

to take- sdantage _ '-J--Th-oftsrreorting to-, and frequent accss
to, lttgh-ranting 'officers

I

above
i:--- -;

4 AU of the
' -

There is another point line people make When offering
complaints about staff it as so*etames said that staff
officers tend. to1overstress their own specialty and offer
Iiipractacal, unbalanced assistarce wbith does not reflect

-I

consideration of all ramifications of the situation4

Which statement would the line officer be likely to

make? - -

a. Staff officers tend to offer advice on a
rather-oaentary basis.

, : -

b. Staff àfficers sometimes offer help Which
Is rather liaited, and the."big picture"

- I -- -ignored. -
'

4-

C. Both 'of the above I.

ci. None of the above

L-
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:le 'kW to

cer,.

to
lead

,ibese briefed AR *0114111[0'0f the equipment, be was eventually

to integrate the IMF installation ith the rest of the

tion input to the 000 and to the, other ships in the

task *kit.

Which typical complaint illu ated,by_ths.examplef

-Identification and utilization of staff)
authority is often too,s17!14 developing.

b. Line resists met new ideas and lets too
cautiously and conservatively.

c. Both of the above

d. 'None of the above
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Another difficulty expressed by staff people is that

line ignores staff and desires to run the outfit as it

sees fit. Regarding Frame 6, three radiomen, fully

qualified third class operators, were attached to the ASW

ship. There were then six qualified radiomen aboard. The

'Communications Officer immediately authorized leave for one

of the ship's radiomen.

Which correctly describes this complaint?

a. Upon sailing, the Communications Officer
assigned the five radiomen (the two
remaining regular men and the three HFDF
men) to regular "at sea" radio watches.
The senior HFDF specialist protested to
the Executive Officer who reversed the
decision.

b. Since the seaborne HFDF was not required
to be operated in port, the HFDF radiomen
were assigned regular "in port" radio
watches. The senior HFDF specialist
protested to the Executive Officer who
supported the decision.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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If a manufacturer puts, a product on the market without

working with his marketing people and the product doesn't

sell, they (his staff) can say he failed to utilize their

capabilities. If he calls them in between the end of

production and the beginning of taking orders, they can

say he is too late to realize maximum benefits.

Which is another case of these two related complaints?

a. A Budget and Fiscal Control Officer is
consulted by the Chief of Staff in the
middle of the fiscal year. He is asked
to prepare an expenditure projection
for the remaining six-months. The
fiscal officer feels that he should have
been consulted earlier.

b. An Air Intelligence Officer is consulted by
the Chief of'Staff while an air strike is

, in progress. He is asked to evaluate and
name alternate targets. The Air Intelli-
gence Officer feels that he should have
been consulted earlier.

9

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which of the following are complaints from the staff's

viewpoint regarding problems in the line-staff relationship?

a. Line requests help which is rather
limiting in nature and never thinks in
terms of special operations.

b. Line often wants advice on a momentary
basis.

c. Line usually wants ideas that are too
innovative to fit into the "big picture."

d. None of the above
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10 If a st f person says he knows more about his

specialty than line, but is not given sufficient power

to enforce his decision, what is he saying?

a. Line doesn'tfknow how to identify and
utilize staff authority.

b. Line never recognizes the true line-
staff relationship.

c. Staff is not delegated adequate authority.
coalensurate with its expertise.

d. Staff ought to be able to issue orders
in the name of the Coimanding Officer
th'rough use of "by direction"
authority.

Which of the following are difficulties id the line-staff

relationship as stated by staff?

a. Line resists most new ideas and acts too
cautiously and conservatively.

b. Line fails to utilize staff capability,
or calls it in too late to realize
maximum benefits,

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Which of the following are complaints from the line's

viewpoint regarding problems in the line-staff relationship?

a. Staff tends to grab credit for successful
work and blame line When something fails.

b. Staff officers tend to take advantage_ of
their repotting to, and frequent access
to;higiur eking officers..

c. Staff assumes line authority.

of the above

Which of the following ire complaints from the staff's

viewpoint regarding the line-staff relationship?

a. Line ignores staff and desires to run
outfit as it sees fit.

b. Staff is not delegated adequate authority
commensurate with its expertise.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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ett There are three suggestions, which if followed, can

aid in solving the probiems of the line-staff-relationship.

Read Figure S on the next page. There should be improvement in

the understanding of the basic authority relationship in

organizing. This require better communications and

training in two areas. They are:

(1) Differentiating among various staff
authoiities

(2) Clearly defining authority channels

In which of the following examples is 'the leader

attempting to improve the understanding ofthe basiC\tauthority

relationship in organizing?
_

a, The-Eibcutive Officer talks to both the
-Personnel Officer and Trkining Officer,
andexplaias that it is tie Training
Officer's responsibility to check with
the personnel 8ffice to determine the
amount of time remaining on an
individual's enlistment before makinget
recommendation that expensive trainine
be given to the man. Personnel will I

have the responsibility of having the
information readily available.

b. The Executive Officer talks to both the
Personnel Officer and Training Officer,
and explains and stresses the general
principle that both of these staff units
must work together to support the mission
of the ship.

c. Both of the above

d, None of the above

-99-
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The third suggestion states that interdependence, not

separation (competition) of staff and line organizations

and leaders should be stressed.

Which is an example of this suggestion?

a. The Executive Officer calls in the Supply
Officer and congratulates him on the timely
submission of his monthly report. The XO
adds that his report was submitted ahead
of other departments.

b. The Executive Officer call's in the
Personnel Officer and the Training
Officz.r and compliments them on the
timely submissions of their monthly
reports. The XO then tells the
Personnel Officer to give delinquent
departments "a blast."

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which of the following are suggestions for improving

the line-staff relationship?

a. There should be a better understanding of
the authority relationship in organizing.

b. Develop a clear concept of the actual
interrelationship of line and staff.

c. Stress interdependence, not separation
(competition) of staff and '.ine organi-
zations and leaders.

d. All of the above
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m Select the grouping
. .- best matches viewpoint with

statement.

a. Staff's .iewpoint

b. Line's viewpoint

a. a-1,3; b-2,4

b. a-1,2; b-3,4

c. a-2,4; b-1,3

d. a-2,3; D-1,4

1) "They tend to take
advantage of their
reporting to, and
frequent access to,
high ranking
officers."

2) "They ignore us and
desire to run the
outfit as they see
fit."

3) "They tend to grab
credit for success-
ful work and blame
us when something
fails."

4) "We aren't given
enough authority to
go along with our
special knowledge."
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19 The Training Officer posts, over the Commanding Officer's

signature, a roster of men designated to take firefighting

training. The list was not coordinated with the Weapons

Officer, and schedules three key men off the ship at the

same time.

Which correctly states the difficulty?

a. The Training Officer has taken advantage
of his reporting to the Weapons Officer.

b. The Training Officer has abused his "by
direction" authority.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

ECI What recourse is available to the two officers in

Frame 19 should they be unable to resolve the difficulty?

a. When disagreement arises, line may accept,
reject, or change advice or service of staff,
xhich in the military usually happens.

b. When disagreement arises, line and staff
have the right to appeal to the higher line
authority, which in the military is a common
higher authority.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Staff officers must often directly contact subordinates

of lower echelon commanders. These contacts are in the

name of higher echelon and are advisory.

Which inference is justified?

a. The chain of command is essentially
broken.

,..
b. The chain of command is essentially

maintained.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

The behavior and attitude of the senior commander are

the governing factors in line-staff relationships. Since

no strict definition of duties can completely clarify the

complex dual relationship of the staff officer to his

commander and the subordinate commander, what can you infer?

a. The relationship is filled with checking
the regs for interpretations.

b. The relationship varies greatly from one
organization to another.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

I,
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The effective staff officer must see himself as serving

the entire command and not as exercising the commander's

authority.

Type Commander's directives require that all personnel

assigned damage control duties at general quarters must have

firefighting training. The ship's Personnel Officer notes

this directive, examines personnel records, and notes that

a number of assigned men have not had the required fire-

fighting training.

What should the Personnel Officer do to serve the

entire command?

a. Issue orders to the men to-attend firefighting
classes. Send memos to the appropriate
division officers telling them they are remiss
in assigning untri-ined men to important duties.
(Issue a variety of orders in the name of the
Commanding Officer through the use of "by
direction" authority.)

b. Prepare a memorandum to the line departments
concerned pointing out the deficiency with
a copy to the Training Officer. The memo-
randum points out that men's records do not
show the desired training and offers to
supply interested departments with lists of
their men who do qualify. (Anticipate
potential source of friction and eliminate
or avoid them.)

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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m Which correctly states the governing factors of line-

staff relationships?

. a. The behavior and attitude of the senior
commander

m

b. Whether or not line and staff personnel
work to improve the relationship

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

..----

What must an effective staff officer do?

a. See himself as serving the entire command.

b. Anticipate potential sources of friction
and eliminate or avoid them.

c. Both of the above

d. 2:one of the above

60101.071111P ,ama

This is the end of Programed Sequence 5. Now, go to the
next page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz S

Line and Staff Authority (continued)

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. -Which is a method of improving the line-staff relation-

ship?

a. Inculcate the separateness of line and
staff functions into all junior officers.

b. Develop organizational charts which show
the actual interrelationship of authority.

c. Develop a clear concApt of the actual
interrelationship of line r.nd staff.

d. None of the above

2. What are the governing factors in the line-staff

relationship?

a. Perceptual differences (by both line and staff)
are the governing factors.

b. Conceptual differences (by both line
and staff) are the governing factors.

c. Potential sources of friction (i.e., the
independent variables of the situation)
are the governing factors.,

d. The behavior and attitude of the senior
commander are the governing factors.
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3. Which is a common staff complaint in the line-staff

relationships?

a. Line ignores staff and desires to run the
outfit as it sees fit.

b. Staff complains that line tends to grab
credit for successful work and blame staff
when work fails.

c. Staff acts too cautiously and conservatively.

d. Staff does not assume line authority when it
should.

Now, check your answers on page 110.

.0.

-108-
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I. c

2. d

3. a

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 5

This is the end of Part Six, Segment III.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY
AND LEADERSHIP

PART SIX
SEGMENT III

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY/LINE-STAFF RELATIONSHIP

PROGRESS CHECK

Question 1.

Select the statement which best clarifies the relation-

ship between delegation of authority and the chain of command.

a Delegation of authority is an accepted
deviation from the formal chain of command
which exists in all military organizations.

b. Delegation of authority is a practical
concept which allows senior individuals
in the chain of command to relinquish
responsibility to subordinates.

c Delegation of authority is a concept
whereby subordinates are granted authority
Sy a superior within the chain of command.

d. The chain of command becomes more flexible
whenever a superior delegates authority
t) subordinate.
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Question 2.

LT Wilkens, the Supply Officer of the USS Fletcher,

summoned SKs Cherney, Gongwer, and Arena into his office

two days prior to the ship's arrival in Hong Kong. LT

Wilkens told SK Cherney that he would have authority for

recording all transactions which involved purchasing

supplies for the ship. SK Gongwer was given authority

to inventory and maintain the general stores account.

LT Wilkens instructed SK Arena to supervise the work of all

those SKs who were not engaged in either purchasing supplies

or general stores inventory/accounting.

Select the statement which explains the reason LT

Wilkens delegated authority to the three storekeepers.

a. LT Wilkens delegated authority because he
wanted to have more free time in port than
his duties would normally allow.

b. LT Wilkens delegated authority because he
could not personally direct all the
activities of his department while in
port.

c. LT Wilkens delegated authority because he
was not experienced enough to handle the
tasks he assigned.

d. LT Wilkens delegated authority because he
wanted the storekeepers to accept responsi-
bility for the tasks he assigned.

-2-
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'Question 3.

MIDN 4/c Kimbro was pleased to learn at the end of plebe

summer that he was being assigned to the 13th Company in the

3rd Battalion and that the battalion was to be commanded by

an old home town, high school and prep school classmate,

MIDN Glazer. MIDN Kimbro immediately took advantage of the

battalion commander's offer to help in any way he could.

MIDN Kimbro took his complaints about harassment from his

squad leader, platoon leader and upperclassmen'in his platoon

straight to MIDN Glazer. MIDN Glazer did not admonish MIDN

Kimbro for not following the chain of command and in fact,

it was noticeable to the other midshipmen in the same platoon

with MIDN Kimbro that the battalion commander was listening

and taking action on MIDN Kimbro's complaints.

Select from the following choices the one which best

describes the risks involved in the course of action being

followed by MIDN Kimbro and MIDN Glazer.

a The other plebes in MIDN Kimbro's platoon
May interpret the apparent success of MIDN
Kimbro as the best route to follow for their
own complaints.

b The authority of the upper class midshipmen
in MIDN Kimbro's pl-ifoon and company is likely
to be undermined.

c. The erosion of the authority of the upper
class in one platoon is likely to spread
to other units in the battalion and there
will be a loss of respect for the leaders
and an undermining of the mission of the
entire unit.

d. All of the above

-3-
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Question 4.

LT Lowe was the Supply Officer of the USS Carolina. He

had been in charge of the Supply Department for one month

when he decided that a reorganization was necessary. He was

becoming bogged down in the many routine administrative

tasks which were his responsibility. In order to free

himself of some of these tasks, LT Lowe began an evaluation

of his duties to determine which could he delegated to

responsible subordinates. He was responsible for purchasing

supplies for the ship, payment of the crew, issuance of

supplies to the other departments, maintaining the accounting

records of all official financial transactions, routine

administration of the Supply Department, and the semiannual

audit as senior member of the "Joard.

Select the statement which includes those duties LT Lowe

may, easily delegate to subordinates.

a LT Lowe may delegate his responsibility for
purchasing the ship's supplies end the routine
administration of the Supply Department.

b. LT Lowe may not delegate any ct .'s authority
since all of his duties are ext7clely important
to the effective functioning of the ship.

c LT Lowe may delegate such duties a; the
routine accounting, the actual payLent of
the crew, and other tasks which he does not
possibly have the time to do himself.

d LT Lowe may delegate his authority to conduct
the semiannual audit but he must attend to
his other duties.

-4-
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Question S.

Select the statement wLich best describe's barriers to

delegation.

a. Higher echelon policy prohibits delegation,
even though the senior's ego leads him to
delegate authari:y to subordinates who come
to him for decisions.

b. A delegator lacks security about his own
status, but has colfidence in his subordinates.

c. The delegator's time schedule is flexible,
and his tasks are of only reasonable importance.
In addition, the delegator's ego requires him
to retain authority.

d. The delegator lacks security ;.bout his own
status or the time schedule and importance
of the task prevent delegation.

Question 6.

LTJG Holmes orders EN Roberts to remove and replace a

faulty oil pump on a diesel engine. He gives EN Roberts

four hours to complete the assignment.

From the following choices, select the method of

delegation being used by LTJG Holmes.

a. Delegation by results expected

b. Specific delegation

c. General delegation

d. Partial delegation
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Question 7.

Marine CAPT Schrewster orders LT Arnold to perform

periodic maintenance tests on several stand-by radio trans-

mitters. LT Arnold carefully chooses three technicians for

the check-out test. He fully explains the assignment to

each of the men. Following the initial briefing, he answers

several questions and distributes maintenance manuals which

outline the steps for each test, and he supervises the men

as they set up the test equipment.

LT Arnold tells the men that the test shouldn't take .
more than three hours. He then leaves the area, saying he

will return in several hours to inspect the final results

of the tests.

From the following choices, select the statement

describing the manner in which LT Ardold incorrectly controlled

delegated authority.

a. LT Arnold delegated too much responsibility.

b. LT Arnold did not exercis, proper control
over delegated authority during the testing.
He should have remained in the general area
so that he could make periodic progress
inspections and answer whatever questions,
if any, developed during the tests.

c. LT Arnold over-controlled the authority he
delegated and explained too much to the
subordinates, which tended to stifle their
initiative.

d. LT Arnold neglected to require periodic
progress reports on the progress of the
mission.

-6-
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Question 8.

CO

LEGAL

1

1

I

i

1

XO

1.
R

I I 1

I 1 1 1

I ______1_,___1 ---1

Select the statement which correctly explains the

positions of line and staff authority which are represented

by the diagram above.

a. The CO and XO are line officers, whereas the
Chief Engineer and Legal Officer are staff
officers.

b. The CO and Chief Engineer are line officers,
and Legal Officer and XO are staff officers.

c. The CO, XO, and Chief Engineer are line
officers, and the Legal Officer has a
staff function.

d. The CO, XO, and Legal Officer are line
officers and the Chief Engineer ha; a
staff function.

-7- \
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Question 9.

Marine LT Moller commanded a Combined Action Platoon in
Phu Loc District. He normally received his orders directly
from the G-5. For the past three months his platoon had
operated in Phu My village and the village had been completely
pacified due to the efforts of Moller's CAP Team. LT Jurgens
of G-5, at III MAF HQS in Da Nang, was given functional
authority over the pacification effort in Thua Thien Province,
since the G-5 was busy with other matters. LT Jurgens chose
Phu Nhu village as the CAP Team's new assignment. Phu Nhu
had a history of being an exceptionally peaceful village,
with little evident Viet Cong influence. LT Moller suvested
that his team be assigned to Phu Hoa village instead, nce
it was located along an important VC supply route. Moller
emphasized the importance of gathering intelligence in
addition to providing a showplace model for the pacification
effort. LT Jurgens said that repeated attempts had been
made to pacify Phu.Hoa, but all had been unsuccessful. LT
Moller maintained that LT Jurgens had little knowledge of
the realities of the situation.

Select the statement which correctly states the next

step LT Moller and Jurgens should take to resolve their

conflict.

a. LT Jurgens should inform LT Moller that his
decision is final, and that other considerations
were more important than those LT Moller
suggested.

b. LT Moller should subtly point out to LT Jurgens
the fact that he was more experienced in
pacification matters.

c. Both LT Moller and Ll Jurgens should discuss
their differences with the G-5, who will
decide what village should be pacified next.

d. The G-5 should be informed of the conflict,
and LT Jurgens should use his position to
influence him.
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Question 10.

From the following choices, select the statement that

correctly describes the change in authority of a staff

officer who is delegated a functional authority.

a When a commander chooses to delegate authority
to line officers or other subordinates to
accomplish a special task it is termed
"functional."

b When a commander chooses to delegate to
ctr'.ain staff officers, or other subordinates,
a special temporary authority status, it is
termed "functional."

c When a commander chooses to delegate authority
through a chain of command for a special
purpose it is termed "functional," and it
is for an indefinite time.

d When a commander chooses to establish a
chain of direct authority relationship from
superior to subordinate throughout the
entire organization it is termed "functional."

f

1

Iv

I

-9-
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Question 11.

Refer to Question 9, in which LT Moller, a CAP team

leader, and LT Jurgens, a G-5 staff officer, disagreed over

the assignment of Moller's CAP team to Phu Nhu village.

Select the statement which describes the advantages

and disadvantages of functional authority as illustrated by

the above situation.

a LT Jurgens' functional authority is advan-
tageous because he is now being used more
efficiently than before. It..is disadvan-
tageous since LT Jurgens cannot be
accountable for his actions.

b. LT Jurgens' functional authority is advan-
tageous because he had extensive experience
as a CAP team leader before assuming a
staff position. It is disadvantageous
because LT Jurgens could be more effectively
utilized as a CAP team leader.

c. LT Jurgens' functional authority is advan-
tageous because it relieves the G-5's
burden of decision making in special
functional areas. It could be disadvan-
tageous because the G-5 possibly over-
delegated authority to LT Jurgens.

d. All of the above
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Question 12.

From the following choices, select the statement that

correctly describes the governing factors involved in line-

staff relationships.

a. The function and authority of the senior
commander are the governing factors in
line-staff relationships.

b. The authority granted to staff officers
and the interrelationship of the bcnior
commander are the governing factors in
line-staff relationships.

c. The behavior and attitude of the senior
commander are the governing factors in
line-staff relationships.

d. The "by direction" authority and functional
authority of the senior commander are the
governing factors in line-staff relation-
ships.

1

1
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FOREWORD

e

"Yes, Sir, I would gladly accept
responsibility, but I wouldn't
want to be blamed if something
went wrong."

k- Anonymous

A fine balance exists between authority and responsibility.

This segment completes the cycle begun in segment I by

relating the interdepenJent characteristics of responsibility

and authority. Of no seall importance is the emphasis on the

moral responsibility of the naval officer.
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AND LEADERSHIP

RESPONSIBILITY

PART SIX
SEGMENT IV

Summary 1

Concept of Responsibility

Responsibility Detailed in Navy Regulations

The major aspects .of responsibility as practiced in the

Navy are given in Navy Regulations, Article 0701:

1) The responsibility of the commanding officer
for his command is absolu4e, except when,
and to the extent, relieved therefrom by
competent authority, or as provided otherwise
in these regulations. The authority of the
commanding officer is commensurate with his
responsibility, subject to the limitations
prescribed by law and these regulations.
While he may, at his discretion, and when
not contrary to law or regulations, delegate
authority to his subordinates for the
execution of details, such delegation of
authority shall in no way relieve the
commanding officer of his continued responsi-
bility for the safety, well-being, and
efficiency of his entire command.

2) A commanding officer who departs from his
orders or instructions or takes official
action which'is not in accordance with
such orders or instructions, does so upon
his own responsibility and shall report
immediately the circumstances to the
officer from whom the prior orders or
instructions were received.

Definition and Relationship to Authority

Responsibility may be defined as the obligation which is

exacted from an individual to accomplish the duties which have

been assigned to him within an organization. Responsibility

-1-
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comes into existence because a person with authority requires
assistancc from an individual and delegates authority for
performance of needed specific work to the individual--the
acceptance of the obligation by the individual to perform the
work creates ais (the individual's) responsibility. In other
words, the authority to perform and accomplish a specific task
flows from the superior (senior) to the subordinate, and
responsibility is the obligation which is exacted from the
subordinate to accomplish the task as required by his sup,:riar.

When a superior
delegates authority, he cannot abdicate

his responsibility. Ultimite responsibility is retained, even
though authority may be delegated to a subordinate and respon-
sibility exacted from him.

5-4

Responsibility generally involves a series of delegatee-
delegator (subordinate-senior) relationships. It is important
to emphasize that in these series of relationships, the subor-
dinate is responsible

only to the immediate
senior from whom

he received his authority. See Figure 1 on the next page.

-2-
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AUTHORITY RESPONSIBILITY

CO

XO

V
DEPT. HEAD I

V
IDIV. OFFICER I

Authority originates
at the top and-flows
(is delegated) down-
ward.

CO

RESPONSIBLE TO
COMMANDING
OFFICER

1
XO

RESPONSIBLE TO
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

DEPT. HEAD

RESPONSIBLE TO
DEPT. HEAJ

IDIV. OFFICER 1

Responsibility in-
volves a series of
"delegatee-delegator"
relationships.

Figure 1. Authority and Responsibility

Equality of Authority and Responsibility

When duties are assigned and responsibility exacted for

accomplishment of those duties, sufficient authority to

perform the duties must be delegated to the subordinate being

held responsible. This is necessary because responsibility

can be exacted only to the extent that decision-making

authority is delegated. Inequality between delegated authority

and assigned responsibility produces the following undesirable

results.

1) If authority exceeds responsibility, misuse
or abuse of authority may result.

2) Responsibility without adequate authority may
embarrass and frustrate the delegatee and
diminish his loyalty to the organization.

-3-
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However, there are exceptions. For example, in ar

emergency an individual may exceed his delegated author ty

without criticism.

Occasionally, when a subordinate is delegated authority

to accomplish a task, he cannot accomplish the task despite

his best efforts. He can be held responsible only for best

use of his efforts (e.g., quota for recruits cannot be filled).

Fixed Responsibility

When a subordinate accepts responsibility (and commensurate

authority) IA becomes "fixed," i.e., the obligation to perform

the task is placed squarely upon the subordinate, and it is up

to him to carry out the function properly and efficiently.

The fixation of definite responsibility is important

because it helps to develop the subordinate, assists in getting

the work accomplished, and minimizes "buck passing."

This is the end of Summary 1. Now, go to the next page and
take the Quiz.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 1

Concept of Responsibility.

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which statement correctli describes a relationship between

delegation of authority and responsibility?

a. When authority to perform and accomplish a
task is delegated, the delegator retains the
ultimate responsibility for what the dele-
gatee does or does not accomplish.

b. Delegation refers to the granting of
permission (authority) to a subordinate
to take actions necessary to perform duties
assigned, whereas responsibility refers to
the obligation which is exacted from the
subordinate to accomplish the duties as
required by his superior.

c. Both of tl,e abov'

d. None of the above

2. What effect does delegation of authority

leader's responsibility?

a. When a subordinate accepts respo ility,
it becomes fixed; therefore, a der is
absolved of any responsibilit or inef-
fective task performance.

F. Delegation of authority does in any
way relieve the leader of hiss d
responsibility.

c. The ex' of delegation of authority deter-
mines th degree of the leader's responsi-
bility.

d. A leader can be hell r.ssponsible for a
subordinate's actions only if he fails to
report ine.!fiective task performance to his
seniors.

ve on a

-5-
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3. When a subordinate accepts responsibility and commensurate

authority to carry out promptly and efficiently the functions

assigned by his senior, one might refer to that responsibility

as being:

a. Fixed

b. Ultimate

c. Commensurate

d. Variable

4. In a series of delegator-delegatee (senior-subordinate)

relationships, the subordinate is:

a. Responsible only to the most senior officer

b. Responsible only to the immediate senior
from whom he received his authority

c. Responsible to all the officers above
him in the chain of command

d. Responsible only to himself, since once
a duty is delegated, responsibility rests
with the person to whom the duty is
assigned

S. The process of delegation involves:

a. The delegation of responsibility, the
assignment of tasks, and the creation of
an obligation on the part of the subor-
dinate

b. The delegation of duties, the assigning
of responsibility, and the acceptance of
responsibility by the subordinate

c. The assignment of tasks, the delegation
of authority and the exaction of
responsibility

d. The delegation of authority with
commensurate responsibility and the
exaction of ultimate authority

-6-
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Now, check your answers.

1. c

2. b

3. a

4. b

S. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 1

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 2 on page 27.
If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page and
go through Programed Sequence 1.
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Programed Sequence 1

Concept of Responsibility

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn

to discriminate between the concepts of

authority and responsibility as well as

understand the relationship which exists

between them.

Responsibility may be defined as the obligation which

is exacted from an individual to accomplish the duties

which have been assigne to him within an organization.

This means that:

a. A superior, on the basis o; his formal
position, has the power to ''once subor-
dinates to do their duties.

b. A subordinate has an obligation to perform
the duty as required by his superior.
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7

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP

u LT Roma has just ordered MIDN Watson to have his at sea

training. watch quarter and station bill brought up to date

before the next midshipman division officers' meeting. MIDN

Watson replies, "Aye, aye, sir."

Which correctly states the relationship between authority

and responsibility?

a. The responsibility to accomplish a task
originates at the top and flows (is dele-
gated) downward. Authority comes into
existence with the acceptance of the
obligation by the subordinate to perform
the work.

u

b. The authority to perform and accomplish
a specific task flows from the superior
(senior) to the subordinate, and responsi-
bility is the obligation which is exacted
from the subordinate to accomplish the
task.

Re ponsi'i2ity fer:.. to:

a. Th( obligation of a subordinate to
perform the duty ds required by his
superior

b. Obligating an individual to accomplish
the duties which have been assigne' him
within an organization

c. Both of the above

1. None of the above
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Refer to Figure 2 below in answeri 4 Frames 4 throltgh 6.

NW.

EXTRACT FROM U.S. NAVY REGULATIONS, ARTICLE 0701

1 The responsibility of the commanding officer
for his command is absolute, except when, and
to the extent, relieved therefrom by competent
authority, or as provided otherwise in these
regulations. The authority of the commanding
officer is commensurate with hi,: 'esponsi-
bility, subject to the limitation prescribed
by law and these regulations. While he may,
at his discretion, and when not contrary to
law or regulations, delegate authority to his
subordinates for the execution of details,
such delegation of authority shall in no way
relieve the commanding officer of his
continued responsibility for the safety, well-
being, and efficiency of his entire command.

2. A commanding officer who departs from his
orders or instructions, or takes official
action which is not in accordance with such
orders or instructions, does so upon his own
responsibility and shall report immediately
the circumstances to the officer from whom
the prior orders or instructions were
received.

...mom...NY

Figure 2. Responsibility Detailed in Navy Regulations

Which is true of a Commanding Officer's responsibility?

a. The responsibility of the Commanding Officer
for his comman( is absolute.

b. The extent to which authority is delegated
determines the degree of responsibility
imposed on the Commanding Officer.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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ElWhich of the following statements correctly explains the

intent of the Navy regulations covering the responsibility of

the Commanding Officer?

a. The more a Commanding Officer delegates
authority, the more he is relieved of
responsibility.

b. A Commanding Officer may delegate authority,
but he cannot assign responsibility to a
subordinate.

6

c. A Commanding Officer may assign responsi-
bility, but he cannot delegate authority
to a subordinate.

d. No matter how much authority a Commanding
Officer delegates, he is in no way relieved
of his responsibility for the safety, well-
being, and efficiency of his entire coward.

Which statement is true of a Commanding Officer's

responsibility for departure from orders?

a. Navy regulations recognize that a Commanding
Officer is expected to exercise initiative
but must report deviations from orders
promptly.

b. Navy regulations recognize that if a
Commanding Officer departs from orders, he
will be held accountable for his decision- -
whether the result be a "well-done" or a
reprimand.

c. Both of the.above

d. None of the above
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a The concept of responsibility as stated in Navy regu-

lations would also apply to any person in a position of

authority. This means that when an individual delegates

authority:

a. He retains ultimate responsibility.

b. He abdicates his responsibility.

c. He retains only part of the responsi-
bility.

d. None of the above

a Ultimate responsibility is retained, even though authority

may be delegated to a subordinate and responsibility exacted

from him.

Which is an example of retention of ultimate responsi-

bility?

a. Prior to take-off, the Commanding Officer
of the jet attack squadron briefed the
pilots. He instructed them to fly in two
plane sections to get the maximum navi-
gation training. Noting that there were
thunderstorm warnings posted along their
routes, he ordered the section leaders to
abort the mission rather than fly into
any severe weather. One section leader
disregarded this order, and he and his
wingman were forced to eject from their
planes when they became disoriented in a
severe thunderstorm. As a result of this
incident, the Commanding Officer was
relieved of his command.

b. After his ship had left the naval base pier
and headed down the channel to sea, the
Captain turned the conn over to the OOD with
a warning to "keep her in the middle of the
channel." The board of investigation that
was convened after the -;hip had gone aground
recommended that the Commanding Officer stand
trial by general court-martial.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
-13-
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Refer to Figure 3 below in answering Frames 9 and 10.

[

AUTHORITY

CO
1

i XO

RESPONSIBILITY

CO

DEPT. HEAD

/17

IDIV. OFFICER1

Authcrity originates
at the top and flows
(is delegated) down-
ward.

1 1
XO

RESPONSIBLE TO
COMMANDING
OFFICER

t
RESPONSIBLE TO

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

DEPT. HEAD 1

1
DIV. OFFICER

RESPONSIBLE TO
DEPT. HEAD

Responsibility in-
voles a series of
"delegatee-delegator"
relationships.

9

Figure 3. Authority and Responsibility

Which statement is true of responsibility?

a. Responsibility originates at the top and
flows (is delegated) downward.

b. Responsibility involves a series of
"delegatee-delegator" relationships.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-14-
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10 In any series of delegatee-delegator (subordinate-

senior) relationships, the subordinate is responsible only

to the immediate senior from whom he received his authority.

In Figure 3, to whom would the department head be responsible?

a. Div±sion Officer

b. Executive Officer

c. Commanding Officer

d. None of the above

Commander Carrier Division Five, RADM Waddell, had just

come aboard his new flagship. The flagship Commanding OffiCer,

CAPT Jackson, told the XO, "Break the Admiral's flag." The

XO, CDR Henderson, relayed this order to the ship's Navigator.

LCDR Garcia, the Navigator, passed it along to the N Division

Officer. LTJG Horton, N Division Officer, in turn gave the

order to his chief petty officer. CPO Hughes followed this

right on down the line through the watch section leader, QM2

Kowalski. Kowalski then told QMSN Toft to "Break the Admiral's

flag." Toft carried out Kowalski's order.

In the above series of delegatee-delegator relationships,

to whom was Kowalski responsible?

a. RADM Waddell, the senior officer

b. CAPT Jackson, his Commanding Officer

c. CPO Hughes, his immediate supervisor

d. All of his superiors in the chain of
command

-15-
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LCDR Enders, First_ Lieutenant aboard an LPH, has told
his 2nd Division Officer that he wants all the boats painted

during the next "at sea" period. He is aware that in making
the 2nd Division Officer responsible'to him for this task,

certain concessions may have to be granted. The 2nd Division
Officer informs LCDR Enders that he can get the job done
only if he can get his men off the watch bill and use them

whenever necessary. Otherwise, it would be impossible and
he wouldn't want to accept responsibility for an impossible
task. LCDR Enders grants his request.

From this example, you can infer that:

a. When duties are assigned and responsibility
exacted for accomplishment of those duties,
sufficient authority to perform the duties
must be delegated to the subordinate being
held responsible.

b. Responsibility can be exacted only to the
extent that decision-making authority is
delegated.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which statement correctly defines the relationship to
be maintained between authority and responsibility?

a. Authority and responsibility should he
commensurate, i.e., equal.

b. Responsibility should always exceed dele-
gated authority so that the subordinate
will understand the importance of his
duties.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-16-
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14 An undesirable result can occur when responsibility is

exacted without adequate authority being delegated.

The Supply Officer, who was responsible for receiving

and storing, needed more men than were assigned to him so

that he could complete striking the stores below before

commencement of weekend liberty. He therefore requested that

the OOD assign him a working party to expedite the task. The

OOD denied his request by telling him that only the XO could

approve working parties and that he had gone ashore f,:ly

for the weekend.

Responsibility without adequate authority may:

a. Cause tasks to go unfinished

b. Embarrass and frustrate the delegatee
and diminish his loyalty to the organi-
zation

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-17-
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The following is an example of inequality between authority

and responsibility.

The OOD on the mid-watch turned the conn over to the JOOW so

he could go to the pilothouse of the darkened ship to recheck the

night order book. As he left the bridge, he ordered his JOOW to

"keep her on station in the formation and call me if anything

comes up." Unknown to either the OOD or the JOOW, a DD in the

screen chose that instant to unexpectedly turn toward their ship.

Peering through the darkness, the JOOW suddenly saw the DD bearing

down on them. He immediately realized that he did not have enough

time to inform the OOD and that he had to take imme'liate steps to

try to avoid the on-rushing DD and, at the same time, prepare his

ship for the almost inevitable collision. His prompt actions not

only averted the collision but also alerted every man on board to

the emergency situation. The Captain, who arrived on the bridge

just in time to see the errant DD miss them by less than the

length of a heaving line, turned to the JOOW and remarked, "Any JC

who can react that well in an emergency is certainly qualified to

be standing OOD watches. You have the eternal gratitude and

respect of all of your shipmates, Mr. Horton."

From the example, you may infer that:

a. Exceptions to the principle of coequality
between authority and responsibility may occur
in an emergency when an individual may exceed his
delegated authority without criticism.

b. Whenever a junior officer sees the opportunity
to 'take on more responsibility than he currently
has, he should seize it.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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0 Which correctly identifies the consequences of responsi-

bility outweighing autority?

a. A misuse or abuse of responsibility may
result if responsibility outweighs
authority.

b. Subordinate will "assume" enough authority
to match his responsibility so he can get the
job done.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Occasionally, when a subordinate is delegated authority

to accomplish a task, he cannot accomplish the task despllb

his best efforts. He can be held responsible only for the

best use of his efforts.

Which of the following is a violation of this rule?

a. LT Ford, MPA aboard a cruiser, has just
informed his B Division Officer, ENS
Blacksmoke, tEat B division is to clean
firesides on all boilers during the next
upkeep period. Since :his task will
require many extra mar-hours.of work, LT
Ford assures ENS Blacksmoke that B division
personnel, other than those needeT for an
auxiliary steaming watch, will have no
other deta:Is assigned. ENS Blacksmoke
feels it is more crucial that the upkeep
time be spent overhauling the safety
valves and the superheater flow regulators.
He noted that none of the boilers had been
fired enough hours between fireside cleaning
to make another cleaning mandatory. B
division "turned to" on those tasks plus
the job LT Ford assigned. Later, when the
upkeep period was almost over, the fire-
sides hadn't been cleaned. LT Ford repri-
manded ENS Blacksmoke for not carrying out
his instructions.

b. A new DD Captain informs his XO that he wants
a "destroyer record" set for the Navy Relief
drive. He points oJt that a day's pay might
be a guideline contribution and that if this
amount is achieved throughout the ship, he'll
consider the drive a success. The XO plans
for an intensive campaign, organizing
committees which include all elements of the
ship, While the ship did obtain contributions
totalling over $1000, a new high, this was
far short of the Captain's goal. The Captain
held the XO responsible for not accomplishing
the goal.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-20-
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A Marine recruiting sergeant is informed that his quota

for enlistments is being increased by 10 percent for the next

month. Despite his best efforts, his rate of new enlistees

actually turns out to be lower than the previous month's level.

What responsibility can be exacted by the sergeant's

superiors?

a. Full responsibility should be exacted from
the recruiting sergeant, since the goal
which was set was not achieved.

b. The sergeant should not be held responsible
for failure since he did his best.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

OM.

ElWhen a subordinate accepts responsibility, the obligation

to perform the task promptly and efficiently is squarely upon

This means that:

a. Responsibility becomes fixed, i.e., he can
be held responsible (if he can fully comply)
for poor or inefficient task performance.

b. Since responsibility is ultimately held by
the superior, the subordinate is absolved
of all responsibility.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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20 A consequence of fixed responsibility is that it forces

a subordinate to think and utilize initiative, and thus

provides an opportunity for improvement of leadership

qualities.

You can infer that fixed responsibility:

a. Helps to develop subordinates

b. Limits a subordinate's exercise of initiative

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

A subordinate's acceptance of the obligation to do a

task relieves the work load of the superior and gives him

time to attend to other matters.

Therefore, another consequence of fixed responsibility
--,

is that:

a. It reduces superiors' responsibility.

b. It assists in getting work accomplished.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Fixed responsibility allows the pinpointing of the

individual charged with carrying out a specific task.

From this you can infer that fixed responsibility:

a. Helps to develop subordinates

b. Minimizes buck passing

c. Both of the above

d. None of the'above

-22-
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Which correctly, identifies positive consequences

resulting from a subordinate's acceptance of responsibility

(fixed responsibility)?

a. Buck passing is minimized, and work
accomplishment is aided.

b. Development of subordinates is reduced,
but work accomplishment is more efficient.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

24 The principle of ultimate responsibility states:

The responsibility cf higher authority for the act; of

its subordinates is absolute.

Therefore, one can say:

a. Authority may be delegated to a subordinate
and responsibility exacted from him.

b. A senior can delegate authority to a
subordinate, but he cannot delegate any
of his responsibility.

c. Both of the above

d. NOW" of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence 1. Now, go to the next
page and take the Quiz.

1
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Summary Post-Quiz 1

Concept of Responsibility

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which statement correctly describes a relationship between

delegation of authority and responsibility?

a. When authority to perform and accomplish
a task is delegated, the delegator retains
the ultimate responsibility for what the
delegates does or does not accomplish.

b. Delegation refers to the granting of
permission (authority) to a subordinate
to take actions necessary to perform
duties assigned, whereas responsibility
refers to the obligation which is exacted
from the subordinate to accomplish the
duties as required by his superior.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

2. What effect does delegation of authority have on a

leader's responsibility?

a. Delegation of authority in no way
relieves the leader of his continued
responsibility.

b. When a subordinate accepts responsibility,
it becoml:s fixed; therefore, a leader is
absolved of any responsibility for
ineffective task performance.

c. A leader can be held responsible for a
subordinate's actions only if he fails to
report ineffective task performance to
his seniors.

d. The extent of delegation of authority
determines the di.grez of the leader's
responsibility.

-24-
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3. When a subordinate accepts responsibility and commensurate

authority to carry out promptly and efficiently the functions

assigned by his senior, one might refer to that responsibility

as being:

a. Commensurate

b. Ultimate

C. Fix

d. Variable.1 .aream

4. In a series of de.egator-delegatee (senior-subordinate)

relationships, the subordinate is:

a.. Responsible oily to himself, since once
a duty is de egated, responsibility rests
witll the pe son to whom the duty is
assigned

b. Responsible only to the most senior officer

c. Responsible to all the officers above him
in the chain of command

d. Responsible only to the immediate senior
from whom he received his authority

S. The process of delegation involves:

a. The delegation of authority with commen-
surate responsibility and the exaction of
ultimate authority.

b. fhe assignment of tasks, the delegation
of authority, and the exaction of responsi-
bility.

c. The delegation of duties, the assigning of
responsibility, and the acceptance of
responsibility by the subordinate.

d. The delegation of responsibility, the
assignment of tasks, and the creation of
an obligation on the part of the subor-
dinate.

r

-25-
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Now, check your answers.

1. c

2. a

3. c

4. d

5. b

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 1

Now, go to Summary 2 on the next page.
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Summary 2

Responsibility in a Military Organization

Toward Mission Accomplishment

Viewed internally with respect to the mission, responsi-

bility may be defined as the obligation of a subordinate (to

whom a duty has been assigned) to perform the duty; i.e., the

essence of responsibility is'obligation. Further, in order_to

accomplish the mission, delegation of authority with commen-

surate. responsibility must take place throughout the organi-

zation.

Moral Responsibility

In contrast to the above, you should recall your earlier

study of moral responsibility (Part One, Segment II). A good

working definition of moral responsibility is: the obligation

of each military leader to promote and safeguard the personal,

moral, physical and spiritual well-being, avid the g.'neral

welfare, of the personnel under his authority.

Though definitive guidelines and directives are seldom

provided to specifically fulfill moral responsibilities, the

effective leader will find that they are omnipresent and an

inescapable part of his life.

Conflicting Responsibility

In his exercise of leadership, the leader is frequently

faced with conflicting responsibilities. For example, he has

the responsibility for accomplishment of his assigned mission,

which may require him to expose his men (and himself) to

-2T-
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injury or death. At the same tine, he is also charged with

the responsibility for the welfare of his men. ConTlicting

responsibilities are ranked according to priority, and in the

military, the mission is the le ,der's primary responsibility.

Avoidance of Dual Subordination

One of the most widely recognized principles of organi-

zation is that no member of an organization should report to

more than one superior. Since an individual cannot serve two

masters well, dual subordination should be avoided. However,

in some cases, dual subordination is justified. For example,

a junior officer may be assigned additional duties for which

he is responsible to an officer who is not his regular senior.

Responsibility for Departure From Orders

You will recall that Navy regulations assign personal

responsibility to the commanding officer who deviates from

orders (Navy Regulations, Article 0701.2). -This concept also

applies to any person in authority who for any reason deviates

from his orders. He must accept the responsibility for his

decision and report the circumstances immediately to the

senior from whom he received his orders.

Responsibility and the Junior Officer

Since junior o'ficers shculd seek responsibility and

develop a sense of responsibility among their subordinates,

a junior officer would do well to study the functions of his

senior thoroughly to be prepared to accomplish any assigned

task at any time the opportunity might present itself. In
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this manner the junior officer can then seek additional

_responsibility-and-accomplish-it well.

One way a junior officer can enable subordinates to

improve their qualifications and sense of asponsibility is

by proper delegation of authority to qualified personnel.

The leader should also be prepared to give appropriate reward

for good performance when greater responsibility is exacted.

Proper delegation of authority can be motivating to many

subordinates.

Seeking Leadership

Why do people actively seek leadersh p? The most

compelling reason can probably be stated as job satisfaction

for the leader. The idea that one can influence the course

of event;, the impelling urge to "make a difference" and

experience a real involvement in life, are strong motivating

forces. Attaining a,position where one can influence events

and be involved is tremendously rewarding and satisfying to

the leader. Then too, the satisfaction deriver.' from increased

rewards in tl-e form of pay, prestige and perquisites, is

obvious.

On the other hand, recognizing that not everyore has the

drive to be dominant and self-assertive, but willingly accept

follower roles, some men seek leadership co provide greater

job satisfactior and a better life for their followers.

This is the end of Summary 2. Now, go to the next page and
take the Quiz.

-29-
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Summary Pre-Quiz 2

Responsibility in a Military Organization

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.,,

1. Which correctly explains the relationship of the organi-

zation to delegation of authority with commensurate

responsibility?

a. To accomplish the mission, delegation of
authority with commensurate responsibility
must take place throughout the organi-
zation.

b. Effective mission accomplishment requires
that responsibility and authority be dele-
gated throughout the organization's chain

..._

of command.

c. Both of the abOve

d. None of the above

....

2. Which statement correctly defines moral responsibility?

a. The obligation of each military leader to
promote and safeguard the personal, moral,
physical-, and spiritual well-being, and
the general welfare, of the personnel under
his authority

b. The obligation of a military leader to look
after his men and to cooperate and help his
contemporaries fulfill their moral responsi-
bilities

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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3. A former classmate end close friend of LTJG Paly has been

assigned a subordinate role in LTJG Paly-'s unit. In the near

future, this unit is to undertake a vital and hazardous

mission in which the unique training and skills of LTJG Paly's

friend could play the decisive part. LTJG Paly is na,urally

r/luctant to place his good friend's life in jeopardy.

In,this situation, where does LTJG Paly's primary respon-

sibility lie?

a. To his friend--expose him to no greater danger
than other members of the unit

b. To all other members of the unit--expose them
to no greater danger than his friend

c. To the mission -at whatever cost of successful
accomplishment

d. None of the above

4. A situation in which an individual is assigned additional

duties for which he is responsible to a senior who is not his

regular senior describes:

a. Delegated authority

b. Dual subordination

c. Multiple duties

d. Assignment of responsibility
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3. Which statement correctly explains the action required
of an individual who aeviates from his delegated authority
(Navy Regulations Article 0701)?

a. Report immediately the circumstances to
the senior from whom prior orders were
received.

b. Request permission to depart from orders,
and if unable to do FO, refrain from any
deviation of original orders.

c. Accept responsibility for any decision
involving departure fron orders and
make appropriate entry in the ship's log
or corresponding journal.

d. No action is required since an officer
is expected to exercise his initiative
and good judgment.

err
Now, check your amwers on page 34.
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BLANK
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1. a

2. a

3. c

4. b

5. a

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 2

If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page hnd
go through Programed Sequence 2.
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Programed Sequence 2

Responsibility in a Military Organization

OVERVIEW: In thi, frame sequence, you will learn about

responsibility and its relationship to

mission accomplishment. You will also learn

about conflicting responsibility, dual subor-

dination, responsibility when departing from

orders, and responsibility as it specifically

applies to the juror officer.
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e Viewed internally with respect to the mission, responsibility

may be defined as the obligation of a subordinate to perform an

assigned duty.

Which is an example of a subordinate fulfilling his obligation

to perform an assigned duty?

a CDR Bowie was leading his understrength fighter
squadron toward an overwhelming attacking enemy
force. of dive and torpedo bombers with a large
fighter covers During his briefing in the ready
room, he had emphasized the importance of
breaking up this enemy force to prevent them
from making a coordinated attack on the carrier
and its escorts. Therefore, the dive and torpedo
bombers were to be the primary targets. When the
enemy forces were sighted, CDR Bowie deployed his
divisions into attack position, reminding them to
maintain their attacking pressure on the main
enemy body leaving the few that slipped through
for the shipboard antiaircraft batteries. Shortly
after the enemy was engaged, LTJG Vescovi noticed
that some, enemy planes were slipping through the
defenses and heading for the surface ships.
Seeing an oppprtunity to destroy them, Vescovi led
his section away from the'main engagement and shot
down six of, the enemy while his wingman accounted
for two more.

b The Task Force Commander had his ships steaming
at an unusually high speed. High speed was the
only tactic he had to offset the severe shcrtage
of destroyers in the ASW screen. At high speed,
his ships would present a very difficult target
to the irking enemy submarines. Suddenly a
lookout spotted the wakes of a torpedo spread,
but before anyone could react, one of the cruisers
erupted in a series of violent explosions. The
ship sank rapidly leaving a hundred or more
survivors in the shark-infested waters. The
Captain of one of the screening DD's started to
change course toward the men he could plainly
see struggling in the water, but before he gave
the order to change course, he realized he could
not leave his screening station without placing
his own and the other ships of the force in
grave danger. Therefore, he ordered the 001) to
maintain the ship cn station in the force which
was rapidly leaving the ill-fated survivors astern.

c Both of the above

d. None of the above
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a Mission accomplishment requires that delegation of

authority with commensurate responsibility to accomplish the

task assigned occur throughout the organization.

Which is an example of this?

a. The Captain of the fighter squadron told the
XO to schedule a plane inspection on Friday.
The XO called in the Operations, Adminis-
trative, and Maintenance Officers to tell
them there would be a plane inspection at
1500 on Friday. The Operations Officer
informed the Flight Officer of the inspection.
The Administrative Officer told the personnel
officer who in turn informed the leading chief.
The chief prepared the Plan of the Day for
Friday scheduling the plane inspection. Mean-
while, the Maintenance Officer informed the
line and other maintenance department division
officers. The line officer then contacted
the Flight Officer to request that all flights
be completed by 1200 to allow time to prepare
the planes for inspection. The Flight Officer
agreed and made out the flight schedule
accordingly.

b. The Midshipman Battalion Commander called his
company commanders together to plan their
forthcoming participation in the presidential
inaugural day parade in Washington. He
assigned a separate practice schedule for
each company. At each company practice, he
diligently made notes of areas to be
corrected, and then instructed each platoon
until he was satisfied with their perfor-
mance and motivation. When he had prepared
each company to his satisfaction, the
battalion practice was scheduled.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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[1] Which statement correctly defines responsibility when

viewed internally with respect to the mission?

a. The obligation of a subordinate to perform
the duty assigned to him

b. The principal goal toward which a subor-
dinate's action is directed

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which correctly explains the relationship of t1e organi-

zation to delegation of authority with commensurate

responsibility?

a. Mission accomplishment is ensured if a
chain of delegated responsibility is
established extending from each dele-
gator to delegatee level throughout
the entire organizational structure.

b. Effective mission accomplishment
requires that delegated authority with
commensurate responsibility occur
throughout the organization.

c. Overdelegation of authority anCttsponsi-
bility allows a superior to extend his
area of operations and thus maximizes
organizational effectiveness.

d. Delegated authority must take place
throughout the chain of command within
the organization to assure acceptance
of responsibility.,

-38-
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0 The leader has the moral responsibility for the well-being

and general welfare of the personnel under his authrity.

Which of the following are aspects of the followers well-

being for which the leader is responsible?

. a. Moral and personal well-being

b. Physical and spiritual well-being

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

6 During liberty, a heavy storm arises which forces the

Command Dtity Officer to secure all boating. Knowing that the

men .11 liberty will be unable to return to the ship, the

CDO alerts the beach guard and shore patrol that boating is

secured are explains why. In addition, he seeks accomodations_

for his men ashore.

What moral responsibility has the Command Duty Officer

shown?

a. Preserving the moral and spiritual well-being
of the personnel

b. Promoting and safeguarding the physical well-
being and general welfare of the personnel

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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u Conflicting responsibilities are ranked according to

priority. In the military, the mission is the individual's

primary responsibility.

Which is a violation of this rule?

a. The U.S.S. Straitjacket has arrived in San
Diego. I'aknown to ENS Snipps, his parents
and girl friend are in town to surprise
him. They naturally expect him to have
evenings and weekends free to visit and
go sightseeing. ENS Snipps, however, has
many pressing duties to attend to, and
consequently, is unable to visit as much
as he would like.

b. LTJG Oso is the Communications Officer
aboard a nuclear submarine which requires
him to be away from home for several
months at a time. His wife is expecting
a baby any day, and naturally wants him to
be present when the birth occurs. LTJG
Oso, however, i-forms her that his ship
is scheduled to depart shortly for an
unexpected-short cruise and he will he
on board.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the ab -,ve

,or 0
,,,,....i
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ENS Sanchez is assigned as OI Division Officer aboard

a DD. He is the only wardroom officer with a Mexican-

American heritage. The men of his division are predominantly

of Anglo-Saxon origin; yet in other divisions aboard,

particularly in the deck force and engineering departments,

there are several men who have Spanish surnames. ENS Sanchez,

feels responsible to his seniors aboard the DD, to the men

of the 01 Division, and to those crew members who, like

himself, have Spanish surnames. The many allegiances to

which ENS Sanchez feels responsible often represent conflicting

situations.

Which of the followir.! should have top priority concerning

ENS Sanchez?

a. His OI Division--his subcrdinatc group
and their welfare

b. Other Mexican-American personnel- -they
are a minority group

c. His mission - -in support of his superiors

d. Himself

9 Dual subordination refers to the placing of are individual

under two different superiors for two different jobs. Since

an individual cannot serve two masters well, you night infer

that:

a. Dual subordination should be avoided if possible.

b. Dual subordination is a source of conflicting
responsibilities.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-41-
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Often, dual responsibility is necessary for mission

accomplishment and cannot be avoided. For example, aboard

ship the ship's secretary may be responsible to (1) the CO

as his personal secretary, (2) the XO for the performance
of other assigned duties, and (3) the Executive Staff Division

Officer for the general administration of personnel assigned
to the Captain's office.

Which would be an example of dual subordination that a

junior officer might encounter?

a. A situation in which an ensign, wrib is the
2nd Division Officer, has the additional
duties of loo:out officer

b. A situation in which an ensign, who is the
OI Division Officer aboard a DD, ;- cceivesTAD orders Wthe shore patrol

c. Both of the a vt

d. None of the above

-42-
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The regulation as stated in Figure 5 below also applies

to any person in authority. This means that any individual

in a position of authority who for any reason deviates from

his orders, must:

a. Accept the responsibility for his decision
and report the circumstances immediately
to the senior from whom he received his
orders.

b. Consider Lne mission first, without regard
to his superior's orders, because his
primary responsibility is owed to the
mission and not to his immediate superior.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

EXTRACT FROM U.S. NAVY REGULATIONS, ARTICLE 0701.2

A commanding officer who departs from his orders
or instructions or takes official action which is
not in accordance with such orders or instructions,
does so upon his own responsibility and shall
report immediately the circumstances to the
officer from whom the prior orders or instructions
were received.

Figure 5
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it

11 LT Bringalowe is Captain of a PC in the corn belt fleet
ta term describing those surface units based in the Great
Lakes). His sailing orders call for him to depart Buffalo
and transit Lake Erie during, daylight, and to anchor off Pelee
Island overnight. Towards evening a noticeable wind picks up,
and he is somewhat afraid that the strong wave action will
make it unsafe for anchoring. He decides to deviate from
his orders, preferring to ride out the storm in deeper water
underway.

Which statement
correctly describes the result of LT

Bringalowe's deviation from his sailing orders?
a. LT Bringalowe's actions were correct underthe circumstances; thus, he cannot be heldresponsible.

b. Once underway, a Captain's authority isabsolute, so LT Bringalowe owes responsi-
bility only to himself.

c. LT Bringalowe is responsible for his
actions and will be held accountable
for them.

d. A Captain's primary concern is for thesafety of his ship; thus, responsibilitycannot be assigned to LT Bringalowe if
circumstances such as bad weather warrantdeparture from orders.

1
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Refer to Frame 12 on the preceding page.

According to Navy regulatims, ghat action would be

required of LT Bringalowe as a result of his deviation

from orders?

a. Entry of all facts in the ship's log

b. Explanation for departure from orders
to immediate superior

c. Explanation of deviation from orders
to senior from whom orders were received

d. All of the above

Junior officers should seek responsibility and develop

a sense of responsibility among their subordinates.

Which is an example of "seeking responsibility"?

a. A junior officer who understudies the
functions of his senior to be prepared
to accomplish any assigned mission at
any time the opportunity presents itself

b. A junior officer who delegates authority
to his subordinates to improve their
leadership qualities

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

i:

How might a junior officer apply that part of the principle

of leadership that states "seek responsibility"?

a. Prepare diligently and quickly for OOD underway
qualification

b. Seek a variety of assignments to gain
experience to enhance command qualifi-
cations

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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3 Since the Executive Officer aboard the U.S.S. Seapup,

although charged with the supervision of the overall adminis-

tration of the department heads, believes in giving full

authority and complete freedom to his subordinates to run their

departments, division officers and junior officers find them-

selves studying their seniors' functions and carrying out a

limited amount of their seniors' tasks.

What part of the leadership principle is illustrated in

his example?

a. Seeking responsibility

b. Developing a sense of responsibility among
subordinates

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Mos; individuals like to measure up to the requirements

of their jobs. When held completely responsible for a task

(i.e., fixed responsibility), a person will execute his best

efforts, since he wants to come through and demonstrate that

he is competent and able.

From this, you may infer that a leader can develop a

sense of responsibility among his subordinates by:

a. Evaluating a subordinate's work and, if
below established standards, assigning
the work to others.

o. The proper delegation of authority, since
it is motivating to subordinates.

r. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-46-
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As the OC Division Officer aboard an LPA, ENS Jenson

has been assigned by his Commanding Officer to run a visual

communications drill with other ships of the amphibious group.

ENS Jenson knows that "playing flags" ancLother drills could

be motivating to the signal bridge gang.

Which statement correctly explains how ENS Jenson can

apply the leadership principle that states: A leader should

develop a sense of responsibility among subordinates?

a. ENS Jenson should plan the drill and super-
vise its execution.

b. ENS Jenson should plan4thg,drill but dele,-
gateauthoriff to his subordinates to organize
and execute the drill.

c. ENS Jenson can delegate authority to his
subordinates to plan the drill and then
supervise what they have done.

d. ENS Jenson can plan the d .11 and let his
subordinates carry it out.

fhere are mary reasons why individuals seek out

responsibility, ny they want to be leaders. Being in a

position to set the exclple, to influence events and

crdi_ions; gaining personal and arganizat_anal prestige;

being decorated, rewarded; helping someone else who

doesn't want to he a leader--all are valid reasons why

individuals seek leadership.

Select the statement(s) which state why individuals

seek leadership.

19

a. Job :P-isfaction for leaders

b. Job satisfaction for followers

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence 2. Now, go to the next
page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 2

Responsibility in a Military Organization

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student"
Guide.

1. Which statement correctly explains the action required

of an individual who deviates 6O-M7his delegated authority

(Navy Regulations, Article 0701)?

a. Accept responsibility for any decision
involving departure from orders and make
appropriate entt.y in the ship's log or
corresponding journal.

b. Report immediately the circumstances to
the senior from w:AA. prior orders were
-eceived.

c. Request permission to depart from orders,
and if unable to do so, refrain from any
deviation of original orders.

d. No action is required since an officer
is expected to exercise his initiative
and good judgment.

2. Which correctly expl ins the relationship of the organi-

zation to delegation of-atrertr;ty gitTnrdirensurate-------

iesponsibility? ti

a. To accomplish the mission, delegation of
authority with commensurate responsibility
must take place throughout the organization.

b. Effective mission accomplishment requires
that responsibility and authorit :' be dele-
gated throughout the organization's chain
cf command.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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3. A former classmate and clo.e friend ofl LTJG Paly has been

asAgned a subordinate role in irm Paly's unit. In the

near future, this unit is to undertake a vital and hazardous

missim in which the unique training and ski'ls of LTJG Paly's

friend culd play the decisive part. LTJG Paly is naturally

reluctant to place his g,:od friend's life in jeopardy.

1h this situdtion, where does LTJG Paly's primary

responsibility lie?

a. To all other members of the unit--expose them
to no greater danger than his friend

v. To his friend--expose him to no greater danger
than other members of the unit

c. To the mission--at whatever cost of successful
accomplish:)ent

d. None of the above

4. %hich of these c)r:-ec.ly defines moral re,;oonsibility?

a. The obligatit. of a m litary leader to look
after his men and to :ooperr,ce and help his
contemporaries fulfill their moral responsi-
bilities.

b. The obligation of eacn military leader to
promote and safeguard the personal, moral,
physical, and spiritual well- hcing, and the
general welfare, of the personnel under
his authority

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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S. A situation in which an individual is assigned additional
duties for which he is responsible to a senior who is not his
regular senior describes:

a. Delegated authority

b. Multiple duties

c. Dual subordination

d. Assignment of responsibility

Now, check your answers on page 52.
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BLANK
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1. b

2. a

3. c

4. b

5. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 2

This is the end of Part Six, Segment IV.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY
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RESPONSIBILITY

PART SIX
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PROGRESS CHECK

Question 1.

Select the statement-- which best clarifies the meaning

of the NavRegs Art. 0701 statement to the effect that respon-

sibility of the Commanding Officer is absolute.

a. Authority to perform ani accomplish a
specific task is absolute and derives
from the fact that responsibility flows
from the superior to the subordinate.

b. Authority to perform a specific task
may be delegated, out resionsibility
is absolute and always refains with
the Commanding Officer.

c. The responsibility of the Commanding
Officer is subject to the limitations
prescribed by law aid lessens in
proportion to the amount cf delegated
authority.

d. Responsibility of the Commanding
Officer is absolute, due to the fac'
that all authority is derived frcm
the acceptance of r(
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Question 2.

Select the statement which corrcctly describes the

relationship between authority and responsibility.

a. Authority to perform and acccmplish a
specific task may be delegated. The
contingent responsibility for the task
flows in a like manner from the
superior to the subordinate.

b. Responsibility for the performance of
a specific task varies inversely with
the amount of authority delegated.

c. Authority and responsibilit' are nearly
identicaL concepts and flow equally
from the superior to the subordinate.

d. The authority to perform and accomplish
a specifictask flows from the superior

1 to the subordinate, and responsibility
is the obligation which is exacted
from the subordinate to accomplish the
task. When an individual delegates
authority, he cannot relinquish hib
responsibility. In addition, authority
and responsibility should be commensurate.

47-
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Question 3.

CDR Donovan ordered LT Sisler to have all the 5-inch and

8-inch gun barrels cleaned and ready for inspection by

Saturday morning. LT Sisler assigned this task with the

appropriate delegated authoci f to ENS Rudeen. ENS Rudeen

had planned to visit his parents Thursday and Friday; he

told the CPO that the barrels were clean .enough and did not

need further cleaning.

Select the statement that describes the appropriate

action ENS Rudeen should have taken.
tb

a. ENS Rudeen should have told CDR Donovan
thatthe gun barrels wure clean enough
for inspection.

b. ENS Rudeen should have had the men do
a quick cleaning job, and reported the
success to CDR Donovan.

c. ENS Rudeen should have had the Aen
cl:.an the barrels as LT Sisler stated

d. ENS Rudeen should have delegated his
authority and responsibility to the
CPO.

-3-
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Question 4

Returning from class at 1455, MIDN Lawrence finds a

note on his desk stating that he is to report to the 00W

at the Main Office as soon as possible. MION Lawrence had

earlier been directed by the coach of the pistol team to

report for a special meeting at the range at 1500. Since

there is no time to contact the pistol team coach, MIDN

Lawrence reports, without delay, to the 00W at the Main

Office.

Select from the following statements the artion required

of MIDN Lawrence since he deviated from the pistol team

coach's orders.

a. No special action required. MIDN
Lawrence should report to the pistol
range as soon as possible after
seeing the 00W.

b. MIDN Lawrence, reporting to the pistol
range late, should ask the coach to
telephone the 00W 1 verify his
reason fe arriving ..te.

c. _MiDN Lawrence should report to the
pistol range I:: soon av possible,
quietly joi% the meeting and
apologize for ,eing late.

d. MIDN Lawrence ;hould report to the
GOW, explain tiat he has beer. ordered
to the pistol range at 1500, and
request permission to telephone the
team coach.
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Question S.

Marine Captain Willow, stationed at Quantico, Virginia,

is the Commanding Officer of a rifle company. Captain

Willow was a track star in college and later as a 2-LT

at Quantit.

The Base Special Services Officer has explained to the
')

Base Commander that the base needs *n experienced track

man to direct the Marine Corps Relays held each spring, and

requests that CAPT Willow be approached on accepting this

additional responsibility.

From the following alternatives, select the one which

best describes the action CAPT Willow should ii%e when

officially offered the additional responsility of being

the Track Coach.

a. CAPT Willow should accept the additional
responsibility with the understanding that,

if and when the duty becomes too time-

consuming, another party will be found to

replace him.

b. CAPT Willa; should discuss the matter with

his immediate superior and, if the

superior does not object, accept the

additional responsibility.

c. CAPT Willow -hould not accept responsibility
for the spring relays unless he is asp red the

full cooperation of all organizations whose
personnel will be participating.

d. CAPT Willow should ask to be relieved of
his duties as rifle company commander, so
that he may accept the responsibilities of

Director of the Relays.

-5-
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Question 6.

LTJG Ranza... was Officer-in-Charge of the Heavy Equipment

Repair Section, Naval Support Activity Command, based in

Nang. Most of the. construction projecc.s were completed

and his men had been idle for two months; the CPO's were

eiscouraged by the busy work forced on them by this situation.

Marine Headquarters then decided to^construct an Air Facility

at Marble Mountain. This arduous job resulted in many

bulldozer and truck malfunctions, and LTJG Ranzan's.,section

was suddenly at work again.

Select the proper response LTJG Ranzan should make

with t.ds opporturLty to motivate his CPO's.

a. LTJG Ranzan should supervise the repair
operations until he is assured that the
CPO's are capable of .erforming the task.

b. LTJG Ranzan should delegate responsibility
to the CPO's so that they will be motivated
to develop a keener sense of authority.

c. LTJG Ranzan should delegate more authority
to his CPO's so that they will become
more motivated, and thus develop a
greater sense of responsibility.

i. LTJG Ranzan should motivate his CPO's
by retaining his authority and utilizing
it with aggressiveness.

-6-
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Question 7.

The USS M rblehead was on a good.will tour in a foreign

port. To insure that good will pre,railed, CAPT Simpson allowed''

the men liberty ashore in small groups, each supervised by a

junior officer. ENS James took his group ashore. After a

pJriod of time, he noticed that one of his men was drinking

too 'much and creating some problems. Realizing that he was

in a position tc rectify the situation, ENS James returned

him to this ship.

From the fo lowing choices, select the statement that

correctly descril es the action taken by ENS James.

a. ENS Jams acted on his primary responsibility:
to furt er the assigned mission, i.e., a
good-wi 1 tour in a foreign port.

b. ENS Lin, s' action was taken to punish the
man fcr poor conduct.

c. ENS Jan s' action was taken to set a hard
example for the other men through his exercise
of auth,rity.

d. ENS Jan:::' action was necessary to returL
the man safely to the ship, even though
liberty was still in effect.
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PART Six SEGMENT IV

REMEDIATION TEXT Syndactic Text - Volume VI-B
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b Summary 1: Pages 1-2

2 d Summary 1: Pages 1-4 .

3 Summary 1: Pages 1-2
Summary 2: Page 27
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4 d Summary 2: Pages 27-29

5 b Summary 2: Pages 27-29

6 D Summary 1: Pages 1-4
Summary,2: Page 27

7 a
4,*

Summary 2: Pages 27-29

8

9

10

11 ,

12

13
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1

1 b

2 b

3 c

4 a

S d

6 c

7 a

8 c

9 b

10 b

11 c

12 c

13 a

14 b

15 a

16 d

17 b

18 b

19 a

20 a

21 b

FRAME OR,
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT
ANSWER

22 b

23 a

24 c

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 2

1 b
r

2 a

3 a

4 b

5 c

6 b

7 d

8 c

9 c

10 a

11 a

12 C

13 c

14 a

15 c

16 b

17 b

18 b
1.

19
t

c


